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Comment
“I

t’s not me, it’s you” - the left’s
break-up with the wider public
was not particularly amicable. Over the
last 20 years there has been a lengthy
conversation about why the left no
longer drives public agendas, why no-one
looks our way anymore, why we’re not
loved. It’s not entirely clear that we have
come to any helpful conclusions.
There are external factors and boy
do we dwell on them. The media is
against us and it is all owned by the right
wing. Anti-trade union laws broke our
ability to organise. Consumerism and the
debt economy hoodwinked the people to
prefer shopping to politics. Westminster
is in the pockets of Big Business. You’ve
heard all of these before.
And of course, all of this is true.
However, we need to dwell a bit on the
gap between something being true and
something being causal and unavoidable.
“Why haven’t you cleaned up that mess
out there?” - “Because it’s raining”. That
may be true, but is it sufficient to justify
inaction and failure?
You can rewrite all the reasons/
excuses above in a different way. We have
failed to set a media agenda in either
broadcast or print. We have failed to
organise in ways that have moved on
since the 1970s. We haven’t given people
a strong enough reason to turn their
eyes away from shelves full of consumer
goods. We have failed to do anything to
capture politics and political parties for
ourselves.
So is this all just a case of ‘we just
aren’t self-critical?’. Well, I suspect few
people will associate the recent history
of the left with lack of internal criticism.
Unfortunately, it seems that all of the
criticism revolved around the two words
‘left unity’. It is assumed that we failed
because we were divided.
And that’s the generally accepted
truth of modern politics – division is
failure, unity is strength. That may be
so, but the Scottish People’s Alliance
was united for all three months of its
existence. They didn’t split and they also
failed.
Actually, unity works if there is
something to be united around. That is
seldom an organisation; unity works best
round a vision. And it is here that the left
has only itself to blame.
What vision has the left offered
Scotland, Britain or the world? We have
provided a sequence of complaints. We

After years of talking to ourselves and complaining that no-one is listening, it’s
time to assess whether we’re saying the right things, in the right ways
have issued demands. We have protested
and opposed. But add it all together and
what does it become? Perhaps we know;
the compelling evidence is that no-one
else does.
In fact, ‘unity’ has often been a
euphemism for insularity and myopia.
You know, as in ‘there are only three of
us left but we’re completely united and
disagree on nothing’. We’ve been on an
eternal quest for what we do and don’t
agree on, believing that it is self-evident
that we should build our case on what
we agree about and manage-out what we
don’t. So we all agreed that the situation
in Palestine was dreadful and something
must be done.
Well, the situation in Palestine is
dreadful and something must be done.
And we should be working, as always,
to make that case. But what if a family
of four with permanent money worries
because of insecure, low-pay work doesn’t
think that Palestine is the priority. What
then? Do we berate them for their
insularity? Or do we try and talk to
them? Of late, there hasn’t been much

talking ‘to’, only ‘at’.
On other matters - our strategy, our
skill-set, our approach, our language, our
solutions - we have been more noticably
quiet. We have spoken among ourselves
for so long we have not self critical but
critical of each other. This can’t go on.
There are a number of factors which
are changing this attitude. One of them
is the shock for some that a crisis of
neoliberalism hasn’t ‘automatically’ bounced
people in our direction (‘if this doesn’t do
it, what will?’). Another is the increasingly
strident and confident rhetoric from the
right (in England at least). Another is that
by observing the independence debate from
our various standpoints, everyone seems to
have become a commentator on political
strategy.
But perhaps above all are two
over-arching factors. One is that, one
way or another, the period after 2014
in Scotland will be a period in which
there are significant changes in Scottish
politics. Either we are in a decent enough
state that we can influence those changes.
Or we aren’t. Another is that a new

generation of the left is emerging. After a
period in the 1990s and 2000s in which
little fresh blood was injected into the
Scottish left, now a younger group which
emerged in the period of Blairite media
management have arrived. They see
left politics not through a prism of the
1970s and 1980s but in the context of a
smarter, more savvy political culture.
So in this issue we wanted to ask
some difficult questions about how we
talk, what we talk about, who we talk to
and what we think we’re achieving with
all this talk. What is quite refreshing is
that in hardly any of the contributions
is there either a complaint that the
‘world is against us’ or an assumption
that ‘we’re doomed to fail’. In fact, they
are all inspired by the idea that if we
can get this right, if we can improve the
quality of what we do, then we are in a
very good position to start the process
of recapturing the agenda of Scottish
politics.
No-one can possibly think that
what we have been doing is good
enough. But we can be better.
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Say What?
T

here is one thing that most people
forget about the Poll Tax: it wasn’t
called the Poll Tax. It was called the
Community Charge. But nobody
remembers it as the Community Charge,
do they? The left’s preferred name for
it - Poll Tax - entered popular usage and
helped create the widespread rejection
of the policy. The Scottish left played
a particular role in this - and more
generally in initiating a mass movement as it was introduced north of the border a
year earlier than in England.
Similarly, if
you do an online
search for ‘bedroom
tax’ you might
discover that
the government
doesn’t call it any
such thing. It is
in fact the ‘underoccupancy penalty’.
That’s the sort of
term that you forget
as soon as you have
read it. ‘Bedroom
tax’ is much
catchier. Names and
phrases like these
have the capacity to
mobilise people in
opposition: nobody
will ever join a
protest against an
‘under-occupancy
penalty’, but they will join protests
against a bedroom tax.
The war in Iraq, too, was always
a linguistic battlefield. Its supporters
called it anything except a war: it was
an ‘intervention’, quite possibly a
‘humanitarian intervention’. As the Stop
the War Coalition’s name indicates, our
side did the opposite: we rammed home
the fact that it was a war, we labelled
it (correctly) as ‘illegal’, and we linked
words like ‘war’, ‘bombing’ and ‘invasion’
to powerful visual imagery (see, for
example, David Gentleman’s powerful
use of splattered blood in Stop the War
posters at the time).
Language is a vital part of how
political controversies are perceived and
discussed by large numbers of people. It
therefore makes a difference when the
left successfully finds an accessible way
of talking about issues, framing them in

a way that increases our influence in the
wider debate.
In many ways we are swimming
against the stream, due to the
pernicious influence of right-wing
media representations and the language
deployed by mainstream politicians.
Notice how words like ‘welfare’, ‘benefits’
and ‘immigration’ have become so
ideologically loaded – they are almost
assumed to be negative, rather than
merely neutral (or, for that matter,
positive). But that doesn’t mean we
are resigned to
irrelevance – we
can challenge
and subvert this
‘common sense’
language, and give
expression to a
kind of ‘good sense’
that is widespread
among millions of
people.
This is not
to subscribe to a
kind of linguistic
determinism
and suggest
that language is
responsible for
the outcome of
political struggles.
It is merely one
factor, but it is one
that can often be
neglected on the contemporary left. Also,
it does not mean - or shouldn’t mean - a
patronising ‘dumbing down’ whereby
we assume that a broad working class
audience can’t possibly understand words
of more than one syllable.
I would love to see three
overlapping types of language consigned
to history: cliches; pointlessly obscure
terms and pseudo-academic expression;
and retro phrase-mongering.
When I refer to cliches I’m thinking
of a sort of left-wing auto-speak, i.e.
things we say or write without really
being conscious about whether they
mean anything to our intended audience.
We won’t be able to agree on which
phrases do and don’t come under this
category, but ‘fightback’ (as a noun)
would definitely be on my list. So would
‘the class’, as in the line ‘It’s important we
conduct political debates openly in front

In general the
weaknesses in
left-wing language
come from long
years of relative
isolation, which
encourages
defensive
dogmatism and
an insular focus
on communicating
with each other
rather than
reaching out
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of the class’. The sentiment is fine, but
if you really do want to conduct debates
openly within a wider working class
milieu then it would be a good start to
think about how you express yourself.
Let’s also drop phrases like
‘ConDem’ which simply haven’t been
picked up by anyone beyond the left.
More controversially, I’d like to see the
phrase ‘left unity’ ditched. Why does
hardly anyone on the left realise that it is
alienating to anyone who is not already
part of the left? The implication, after
all, is a cobbling together of the exisiting
fragments of the left. Not a terribly
attractive proposition, is it?
What about the problem of obscure
and academic expression? I’m thinking
here of writers and public speakers
deploying language that is specific to the
world of the academic social sciences.
Most people who do this aren’t even
aware they are doing it – they have
become so influenced by that academic
world they forget that many people are
alienated by its language.
The radical left has never been
more rooted in academia than it is today:
most socialists who write for left-wing
publications, have blogs or websites or
get books published, are influenced by it.
They are university lecturers, postgraduate
(or sometimes undergraduate) students, or
have previously been part of the academic
milieu. The language they use is often,
unsurprisingly, influenced by their social
conditions.
Retro fetishism – the use of phrases
that nobody in 2013 ever actually says
- is especially problematic. A speaker
at a recent anti-cuts rally in Newcastle
- which was mostly characterised by
superb, passionate and crystal-clear
speeches - actually uttered the words
“TUC general council, get off your
knees” (a phrase that should not be
heard outside the auditions for an Arthur
Scargill biopic).
Another example: shop stewards.
When almost nobody under the age of
35 has the faintest idea what a ‘shop
steward’ is, why on earth would anyone
on the left use the term? What’s wrong
with ‘workplace reps’ or ‘grassroots
activists’? Clinging to dead language is
not the same thing as principled fidelity
to a set of ideas for understanding the
world. It is possible to remain faithful to

Alex Snowdon argues that the left has been caught up in an insular
and obscure dialect that is not shared by the wider world. If we want to
communicate, we need to choose our words better
a political tradition and communicate
with people in a way they understand.
It is sometimes suggested that we
should learn about political language
from right-wingers. Here’s what Owen
Jones once wrote:
‘Raid the language of the right.
Why not? They started it, nicking
words like ‘progressive’. The cheek.
They use words like ‘modernising’
(privatising stuff) and ‘reforming’
(cutting services and sacking
people), because it helps paint
the left as dinosaurs and the ‘real’
conservatives. So how about we start
talking about bringing the railways
into the 21st century, for example?’
There is something to be said for this,
but we need to be careful. The right stole
the language of the left because they
wanted to sound more ‘progressive’ than
they actually were. It was the Blairites
who mastered the art of linguistic redefinition: they wanted to win people’s
consent to right-wing policies, but the
people whose consent they wanted
were not right-wing. Their linguistic
contortions were part of the rightward

shift of ‘New Labour’: pretty words to
disguise the bullshit beneath.
Saying we should ‘bring the railways
into the 21st century’ is valid if we then
go on to outline what that means in
policy terms, i.e. renationalisation. On its
own it is empty and meaningless. It is an
example of the vagueness characteristic
of modern political language, which is
hollow, managerial and devoid of ideas.
We on the left should prioritise
the specific over the vague because we
actually stand for something. We have
no reason to conceal what we stand for
- we want definite action, not inaction
disguised as radicalism. We need to
be concrete: language that lives and
breathes, not dead or retro clichés and
empty phrases.
Different styles are appropriate for
different audiences. An accessible writing
style is a greater priority when trying to
reach a wide audience. But even in more
theoretical or academic writing, perhaps
targeted at a niche audience, it is surely
better to write clearly and succinctly than
to be convoluted and tedious.
Some jargon, however, is

unavoidable. If someone writes about
physics they must inevitably use some
technical and scientific vocabulary, even
if they are writing a popular science
book or article for a lay, non-specialist
audience. The same applies to politics.
There are good reasons for having
specialist vocabulary. A good example
is the word ‘neoliberal’ - you can’t avoid
using it. This is because there’s simply no
other, better-known, word that describes
the same thing. Of course, a good writer
catering for readers unfamiliar with the
concept will provide relevant examples or
elaborate on what they mean with more
familiar concepts.
Also, it’s good to expand our
vocabulary. As children we learn and
broaden our horizons precisely by
picking up on new words and working
out their meanings - not normally by
looking them up in a dictionary, but by
figuring them out from context or, quite
simply, asking someone bigger than us
the question ‘Why?’ The same is true for
adults; and it applies to politics as it does
to anything else. We therefore shouldn’t
be afraid of sometimes using words our
readers may not be familiar with.
It’s essential we avoid the trap of
thinking ‘clear, direct and accessible’ has
to mean basic, plain and unimaginative.
When reading online it isn’t terribly
difficult to look up an unfamiliar or
obscure word. The problem comes when
there’s so much arcane vocabulary that
your reading is disrupted by frequently
switching to Google search.
In general the weaknesses in leftwing language come from long years
of relative isolation, which encourages
defensive dogmatism and an insular
focus on communicating with each
other rather than reaching out. Hence
the sterile vocabulary, pointlessly
obscure references, and hopelessly dated
expressions. But let’s not wait until an
upturn in mass resistance before we
give ourselves a language reality check.
How we communicate is of paramount
importance if we are to influence the
direction of mass politics and shape a
new left.
Alex Snowdon is a socialist activist
in Newcastle-upon-Tyne and a
member of the editorial team for
the Counterfire website. He runs the
left-wing blog Luna17.
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Values and Frames
T

his article looks at a Values and
Frames approach to changing
people’s attitudes on social issues and
asks if it is an approach that the left in
Scotland could learn from. It gives a
brief overview of attitudes of people in
Scotland to redistribution and social
protection and shows how these attitudes
have changed over time.
It goes on to highlight research
emphasising the importance of engaging
people’s values as a basis for effective
campaigning. It introduces the concept of
frames as a means of influencing people’s
values. And finally, it suggests some ideas
about how to make this approach relevant
to left projects in Scotland.
So what attitudes do people in
Scotland have towards progressive policies
in Scotland? It’s an important question,
especially for those of us on the left.
There is some evidence that Scottish
attitudes to social protection and
inequality are more ‘social democratic’
than in England. But the difference is
not huge (www.nuffieldfoundation.org/
sites/default/files/files/scotcen-ssa-report.pdf ).
For example, on inequality the number
of people in Scotland who agree that
‘government should redistribute income
from the better-off to those who are less
well off’ is 43 per cent In England the
number is 34 per cent.
In Scotland, the number of people
who support increasing taxes and
spending more on health, education and
social benefits has fallen from a majority
of 55 per cent in 1999 to a minority of
40 per cent in 2010.
The Scottish Social Attitudes Survey
asks people about levels of benefit for
unemployed people and invites them
to say which of these two statements
come closest to their view: “benefits for
unemployed people are too low and cause
hardship’ or ‘benefits for unemployed
people are too high and discourage them
from finding jobs?’. In 1999, 37.4 per
cent of people thought benefits were too
low, 32.3 per cent thought they were too
high. In 2010, 27.4 per cent of people
thought benefits were too low, 44.4 per
cent thought they were too high.
In 2010, the survey asked people
in Scotland whether they agreed with
this statement: ‘Large numbers of people
these days falsely claim benefits’. Some
49 per cent of people agreed strongly
with this statement and 28 per cent

of people agreed slightly. Just nine per
cent disagreed slightly and seven per
cent disagreed strongly. So it is clear
that attitudes towards redistribution
and towards people who rely on social
protection have hardened significantly
over the years.
Two questions arise from this:
how has it come about; and how do we
change it?
For some years, many civil society
organisations have been involved in work
looking at the importance of engaging
people’s values as a necessary step in
effective campaigning. This has been
largely focused on changing attitudes to
environmental issues and issues around
international aid and development. This
work is perhaps best highlighted in the
UK by the organisation Common Cause.
In both action and thought, people
are affected by a wide range of
influences. Past experience, cultural
and social norms, and the money
at our disposal are some of the
most important. Connected to all
of these, to some extent, are our
values – which represent a strong
guiding force, shaping our attitudes
and behaviour over the course of
our lives. Our values have been
shown to influence our political
persuasions; our willingness to
participate in political action;
our career choices; our ecological
footprints; how much money
we spend, and on what; and our
feelings of personal wellbeing.
The importance of people’s underlying
values in their attitudes to poverty and
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inequality in the UK has been repeatedly
highlighted in research. People’s beliefs
around why poverty exists and to the
need for Government intervention to
redistribute wealth in society are closely
linked to their values:
Qualitative research has highlighted
the importance of collective versus
individualistic world-views in
inﬂuencing attitudes to inequality
and redistribution. For example,
those who hold individualistic
world-views are less likely to
support redistribution.
Cognitive scientists have looked at
people’s values and placed them in
categories that may be useful to us in
thinking about campaigning on these
issues.
We see that ‘Social Justice’ and
‘Equality’ are part of a set of values
around ‘Universalism’. This would
suggest that, if we want to change
people’s attitudes to redistribution and
social protection; we should be focusing
our efforts on strengthening this value.
One way to influence people’s values
is through frames:
Frames offer one way of activating
positive values. They have a rich
academic heritage, having first
come to prominence in the mid1970s. Put simply, we understand
things, mostly subconsciously, using
frames. In language, for example,
our ‘frame’ for a word is not just
its dictionary meaning but also all
the other things we know, feel or
have experienced in relation to it.
When we hear a particular word
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The left does not always seem to have caught the mood of the public. David
Eyre explains how thinking more clearly about values and language can change
political debate
or encounter a specific situation,
the dictionary meaning and all
those other bits of knowledge and
experience are engaged in our
brains. This is the ‘frame’ for a word
or scene – and hence it is thought
that frames can engage values.
(www.findingframes.org)
This means that the language we use
and the frames they come with have
to be chosen with care and – if we are
interested in strengthening people’s
commitment to social justice and
equality - should be designed to engage
Universal Values.
Cognitive psychologists sometimes
plot our values on a circle like this:
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So let’s go back to the first of the
two questions we raised above. People’s
attitudes to social protection in Scotland
have hardened significantly over recent
years – how has this happened?
A Values and Frames approach
perhaps gives us an insight. People’s
attitudes might have changed because
conservative forces have been successful
in creating frames that engage values
contrary to those of Universalism and
Benevolence, strengthening values on
the opposite side of the circle. Research
supports this theory, finding that rising
stigma of people on benefits is probably
linked to negative frames found in
the media (www.turn2us.org.uk/PDF/
Benefits per cent20Stigma per cent20in per
cent20Britain.pdf ).
The cognitive linguist George
Lakoff has done a lot of work looking
at how conservatives use frames and
language to appeal to values that help
them achieve their policy goals. For
example, conservatives in the US stopped
talking about tax cuts and started talking
about tax relief:
Think of the framing for relief. For

there to be relief, there must be an
affliction, an afflicted party, and a
reliever who removes the affliction
and is therefore a hero. And if people
try to stop the hero, those people are
villains for trying to prevent relief.
Taxation therefore becomes the affliction;
something to be avoided, something
we need to be saved from. This engages
values around Power and Achievement,
strengthening them, and weakening those
around Universalism and Benevolence.
If we use the muscles of our arms
regularly, they strengthen. The research
suggests that we can strengthen certain
values in the same way, simply by
activating them on a regular basis. That is
what frames do. They use metaphor and
association to engage certain values.
If we want to strengthen the
Universal Value, we can use frames
that are designed to engage it directly.
But research shows that activating
neighbouring values on the circle –
around Benevolence and Self-Direction
for example - has a spill-over effect. It
strengthens those vaues, but also the
neighbouring Universal Value.
On the other hand, if we use
frames that engage values opposite
to the Universal Value on the circle,
like Achievement or Power, this will
strengthen those values and weaken the
Universal Values. And – like building
muscle – this process does not happen
overnight. Values have to be engaged
repeatedly and in a consistent way for
them to be strengthened significantly.
Let us look at the second question
we raised above. How do we change
people’s attitudes? A good starting point
is that the research shows that these
values are universal.
...values are not character types.
Each of us is motivated by all
of these values, but to differing
degrees. (valuesandframes.org/
handbook/2-how-values-work/)
That means that everyone – even the
most right-wing of us – have Universal
values that can be engaged by appropriate
framing. This should be be a cause for
optimism.
Lakoff makes a series of
recommendations on framing to people
who are interested in more progressive
policies. He says they should avoid using
the language of conservatives. They
should not use the phrase tax relief for
7

example – because when people hear a
frame, even in a context where it is being
criticised, it engages the associated values.
In one book, he recounts telling his
students not to think of an elephant.
I’ve never found a student who is
able to do this. Every word, like
elephant, evokes a frame, which
can be an image or other kinds of
knowledge: Elephants are large,
have floppy ears and a trunk, are
associated with circuses, and so on.
(Don’t Think Of An Elephant, 2004)
Lakoff’s work is useful, but it is of its
time and place. His popular books are
designed to influence people in the
Democratic Party and those around
them towards using a Values and Frames
approach to political campaigning.
The situation in Scotland is obviously
different and the framing he recommends
in his work may not be suitable here.
For the left in Scotland, a Values and
Frames approach towards campaigning
could provide ground for common efforts.
We can see that the values underpinning
the kind of society we want to see are
shared, whatever tradition we come from.
A single campaign explicitly designed to
strengthen values around Universalism
and Benevolence, instead of campaigning
on particular political issues, could have
real impact.
It could involve political parties,
trade unions, campaign groups and third
sector organisations. It could be built for
the long-term, engaging values over an
extended period. It could be created with
the input of psychologists, writers, artists
and people with skills in rhetoric. And
once people’s values move, there is the
potential for their attitudes on a whole
host of politicial issues to move as well.
A final thought. Much of this article
has been focused on the idea of using
framing in external campaigning to engage
values. But some groups in Scotland
have also been working on strengthening
appropriate values of individuals in other
ways. WWF Scotland’s Natural Change
Projecti helped leaders in education reconnect with nature in an attempt to get
them to think about the importance of
teaching about sustainability. Are there
ways that we on the left can strengthen the
individual values on which a new society
will be built?
David Eyre is a journalist and a
member of the Scottish Socialist Party

The World Changed - Did We?
I

t is often noted that the left has failed
to grow as a result of the economic
crisis; that despite the crisis of the system,
the left has not managed to successfully
articulate its own vision and has all too
often relied on tactics utilised in the
decades gone by. In other words, the
left has not ‘caught up’ with changes in
society and has as a result been left on the
fringes of the debate. This is an attempt
to outline some of the most important
ways in which our society has changed
and come to some conclusions about
how the left can re-assert itself.
Several key changes spanning
social, ideological and economic spheres
have taken place over recent decades.
Firstly, and most obviously, there has
been a broad and entrenched shift from
the post-war economy to a neoliberal
economy.
In the 1970s we used to talk of the
three big players that ran the country:
big politics, big capital and big unions.
When the coal miners shut down the
country in the 1972 strike, even the
Queen had to get the candles out.
Reformism meant something real in
two senses: electing the Labour party
into government and ‘do-it-yourself
reformism’ at the workplace where
workers knew they had the industrial
muscle to take action because a) there
was not a significant reserve of labour
to replace them b) people didn’t have
mortgages to pay because they had
council housing and c) the workplace
itself composed of hundreds of workers
in close proximity raises the possibility
of action through increased mutual
confidence.
None of that exists anymore in
the same way. Instead we live in an era
of counter-reforms, were the gains of
the post-war era like social housing, a
welfare state, NHS, and so on are being
decimated, removed all together or
privatised. The government is constantly
seeking ways to get private companies to
do their job and in doing so transferring
wealth from the public purse into the
hands of a tiny – and extremely rich
– elite. The election of Tony Blair and
New Labour in 1997 could have been a
time where at least some of the welfare
state was secured and neoliberalism
pushed back: he had the majority and the

mandate after years of Tory rule. Instead
Labour went in the opposite direction:
they privatised, played a pivotal role in
imperialist wars, created a more unequal
society and lay the framework for both
continued neoliberalism and a political
shift which meant that reformism was
removed from mainstream discourse
almost entirely.
Second – the power of the tradeunions has massively weakened as the
industries which they relied on for their
power have disintegrated. Westminster
has built around it an army of lobbyists,
business networks and think tanks.
Westminster and the City are so tightly
linked that the dominance of finance
capital has created an uneven economy
between the richest parts of London and
the south-east and the rest of Britain.
There is an unprecentended fall in trust
in the central institutions of governance
in Britain with less than a quarter of
Britons trusting national government,
less than a fifth trusting parliament
and fewer than 15 per cent having any
confidence in the press. Neoliberalism
has eroded politics – providing both a
challenge and an opportunity for the
left.
Where there is economic crisis,
there is social crisis. There is a permanent
section of unemployed workers, and not
just because finance capital requires less
labour. New, large scale employers such
as call centres and supermarkets have
weak (if any) trade-union representation.
Work today often has poor conditions
and protection, flexible and temporary
contracts and, importantly, low pay
– and that’s not to mention workfare.
Additionally, workplaces are atomised
and compartmentalised into smaller
units of workers. At the same time
corporations have sky rocketing surplus,
and the luxury goods industry –
expensive cars and so on - is booming.
In the 1970’s the average pay gap
between the worker and the boss was one
to 30, today it is more than one to 300.
The wealth of the top 200 individuals
stands at a staggering £318 billion – an
eight fold increase since 1989. This is by
design. Inequality has led to trillions of
pounds in personal debt as to buy goods
people have to take more from the bank
to offset their stagnant wages. Loans
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have never been about helping ordinary
people, they have been about ensuring an
upwards flow of capital.
The decrease in trade union power,
the change in the forms of work we are
employed in, the political consensus
around neoliberalism and the rejection
of formal politics by many provide an
opening for the left.
What does all this mean? First
off, the space for people to be attracted
towards left wing ideas is far greater
because there is little ‘buy-in’ for working
people today in the current system.
Masses of people feel they have no stake
in society – and why should they feel
anything else? Power in the workplace
is non-existent for many – 77 per cent
of private workplaces have no union
representation at all, and when are we
ever consulted on anything that goes on
politically?
Resistance to the system driven
by a lack of trust in formal politics and
the realtive decrease in influence of
the unions has lead to a rise of protest
politics. The number of people who join
demonstrations, boycotts, sign petitions
and so on - is far higher than in the
1970s whilst trust in political parties is
much lower. Interestingly people have
held more left wing views in recent years
than they did in previous decades as
the confluence of economic inequality,
lack of political representation and
events such as the Iraq war begins lead
towards ideological conclusions about the
political and economic system.
In short, there is a reason why there
has been a rise in social movements
and mass protest over the last decade.
This is the pattern of visible resistance
to neoliberalism. However protest
movements alone have limitations.
Movements also need to make incursions
into the formal political process – and
that key element is often missing.
Since all mainstream parties accept
the neoliberal agenda, the left can claim
to be the only people who have policies
to transfer wealth and power from the
rich to the poor. We are willing to say
capital doesn’t have the best interests
of people at heart. That’s very easy to
say to most people you might meet in
your work or your friendship circles.
The difference is transferring that into

Since the 1970s the structures of society, the economy and politics changed
radically. It’s harder to argue that the left did. Johnathan Shafi makes a plea for
us to recognise the need to adapt.
political power. Politicians are very
good at shaking hands and saying one
thing to your face, but as soon as they
creep back into the corridors of power –
especially in Westminster – its another
story.
Despite the billions spent over
the decades to ensure the protection of
wealth for the rich, and regardless of the
ideological consensus about neoliberalism
there is another unalterable fact: it
simply doesn’t work. The economic crisis
highlights the failed neoliberal project.
They de-regulated,
privatised, liberalised,
marketised and
globalised and yet
we are faced with
a global economic
crisis the scale of
which we have not
seen since the 1930s.
This is not going to
go away. If austerity
is continued the
situation will worsen
further for working
people. The attacks are
ideological. Now they
see an opportunity to
completely overturn
the welfare state. In
other words the battle
of ideas cannot be
ignored, and the left
needs to enter the field.
To occupy the space to the left of
the mainstream parties requires different
thinking and an ability to relate to
circumstances as they actually exist – not
as we would like to imagine them. To
tie the strands of this argument together
there are some practical conclusions:
1) We can no longer rely on
workplace militancy and the unions
as currently constituted. This is not to
undermine the centrality of workers
organisation: it is precisely the opposite.
It is a recognition of what has taken place
so that the unions might be strengthened
and made more relevant. That means
we need to bring together the social
movements – the main expression of
resistance to neoliberalism – with the
unions and strikes. This can radicalise
and refresh the unions – as well as rebuild
its numbers. Particularly young workers

looking at bleaker futures but often in
non-union workplaces need to be seen as
critical in re-establishing a challenge to
the elite.
We need broad campaigns that tie
together protest and demonstration with
policy and alternatives. We need to utilise
professionally not only social media – but
the media itself.
2) The dividing line for the left is
not revolution versus reform for a very
simple reason: there is no mass reformism
of the Labour Party. It’s true that the
limits to what we
can achieve under
the capitalist system
mean that as well
as campaigning for
reforms we also need
to have a vision for
a different kind of
society all together.
But to pretend to
be the militant edge
of institutionalised
reformism is a
fallacy. Instead, those
institutions of reform
have to be built and
re-built.
We need to
create infrastructure
around which the left
can develop strategies
that mean we are
actually saying something more than a)
a slogan or b) capitalism bad – socialism
good.
3) Part of this is to take the
opportunity of elections more seriously.
Elections today, specifically Westminster
elections, represent all that has gone
wrong with our polity – neoliberal
consensus, corruption and privilege.
Syriza is an example of the vulnerability
of parliament to a left challenge at times
of crisis. The left do not have a strategy
to relate to the majority of people in
elections and do not attempt to compete
with the mainstream parties in terms of
modern voting software and databases
– but why shouldn’t we? Independence
can create an opening for an electoral
challenge to emerge as part of a multiparty system. Additionally, because the
Scottish state does not have the same
mass of lobbyists that Westminster does,

To occupy
the space to
the left of the
mainstream
parties requires
different thinking
and an ability
to relate to
circumstances
as they actually
exist – not as
we would like to
imagine them
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we could provide an alternative world
view from the outset.
4) Democratic participation in
society has been hollowed out. We live
in a society where we have no say over
the key decisions which affect our lives.
Whether it is work or war, the people
are left out of the discussion. The vast
majority are alienated from the political
process. Formal politics is boxed in,
and often covered up with corruption.
The paradox is that the right successfully
mobilise in these conditions. Behind
the scenes they campaign to ensure
privatisation is normalised and that the
interests of finance capital tower over
everything else. We need to argue in the
here and now for extending democracy
to communities in a way that not only
increases political engagement, but that
actually extends their power.
That means we should move away
from advocating hyper-centralisation.
That does not mean falling into the
fashionable but liberal ‘localism’ milieu
that often fails to confront the need
to challenge the centralism of capital
itself. It does mean that participation
must be entrenched as deep into society
as possible but extended to confront
issues of budgetary control, democracy
in workplaces and hardwired into the
decision making process usually left to
the state such as waging war.
5) Goals and principles don’t
have to change, but our message does.
We can’t be the people who appear to
want conflict and instability as if this
automatically leads towards socialist
conclusions. Successful political
movements are based on having more
security, more stability and peace. In
the first instance we have to articulate
clearly that we have an alternative to
economic chaos and poverty. But we
also have to listen to the immediate
concerns of people and be as far as
possible an organic part of not only
political movements and struggles but of
communities as well.
Jonathan Shafi is a member of the
International Socialist Group

Stop Shouting
T

he Scottish Peace Covenant,
signed by thousands of folk living
in Scotland, declared “We desire that
Scotland be known for its contribution
to international peace and justice rather
than waging war” (www.scotland4peace.
org). This statement conveyed a collective
vision for Scotland existing on the
international stage with a foreign policy
underpinned by the removal of the
illegal nuclear weapons of the British
State from the River Clyde at Faslane,
thus restoring some pride in this river
weaving its historical course through the
death and death wish of Empire. If we
consider the river part of us, we require
the power to stop this environmental
and spiritual violation of our home.
Domestic violence and state-sanctioned
terrorism (Trident) depend on the threat
of fear and violence for their hegemony.
We can choose to be nonviolent and not
scared as a healthy response to this power
projection. Movement is then possible
both psychologically and politically.
Gandhi, Nelson Mandela and Dr. Martin
Luther King have all influenced the peace
movement in Scotland and its crossover
with the independence struggle and the
civic manifestations of this at different
political moments.
There are lessons for the left (and
the left independence movement)
which can be learned from non-violence
training, psychology, peace education
and the arts. This is helpful not only in
making it easier to speak to one another
but to do so with an attitude which
develops emotional intelligence, aligned
with visionary imagination, underpinned
by pragmatism and sublimation of the
‘angry ego’ desperate for power after
living in a power-deprived, politically
unjust and unequal Scotland for so long.
In this deprived state, unequal shares of
the crumbs of power have been held by
men in structures, linguistic and political,
of their own making, reflecting male
models of leadership often dependent
on collective narcissism and mirrorhungry, obedient followers. In any
healthy psycho-political process, of which
devolution has been part of the healing
of the social body, this allows what might
be termed in Jungian theory ‘the shadow’
to manifest itself, as the dominant power
structures begin to be questioned by

fearless voices. It is healthy for Scotland’s
shadow work to have begun. Many of
these shadows have inevitably swirled
around the construction of male power
in modern Scotland with psychosexual
twists revealing of its hypocrisy,
dishonesty, aggression and crisis.
(Tommy Sheridan, Keith O’Brien, Ian
Davidson, Eric Joyce, Bill Walker etc.).
This is inevitable when social change
is occurring and particularly when
we are talking of the path to Scottish
independence which will mean the death
of Empire can no longer be denied by
the ruling, super rich elite of the British
State.
This courage to hold power to
account grows a sustainable desire
for social change which will persist
and persevere and be energising of
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new ideas despite obstacles, insults,
threats and attempts to demonise or
silence the questioners. By encouraging
mindfulness in language and making
greatest use of our capacity for speech,
we develop an oratory of peace which
will be encouraging of women and will
enable the articulation of creative ideas
for Scotland’s vision of herself as an
international participant.
There are coping strategies against
the verbal brickbats, flights of fearmongering, guilt tripping, misogyny,
sexism, inferiorism and media dominance
of everyday Better Together unionism for
the maintenance of emotional resilience.
Deep breathing, counting to ten, keeping
the heid and maintaining a state of
inner calm while focusing on the path
ahead is a good start. Rage disappears

Lorna Waite looks at the way the left has engage with the independence
campaign and found both reason for optimism and practices we should end.
The left needs to re-learn from the non-violence movement.
quickly if we subdue the hyper-vigilant,
anxious, scared physiological state the
imperial Better Together campaign
wishes to invoke to destroy the impulse
to independence. This is a characteristic
of domestic abuse and common to
imperial regimes threatened with the
self-confidence of citizens; threaten
them back into submission and create
bureaucratic obstacles covering over
sadistic tendencies. Creativity, nonviolence and confidence in the organic,
unfolding nature of the independence
movement (slow and steady wins the
race, peacefully) are all tools of resistance.
Commitment to a state which protects
the freedom and safety of women and
children is paramount. Dr. Vandana
Shiva commented that “The duty of
a state that claims to be democratic is
to guarantee safety and freedom to its
‘weakest citizens’….The politics of safety
is the politics of freedom in times of
unfreedom”.
I was taught Social Psychology at
Edinburgh University by Dr. Halla Beloff
whose family had fled Nazi Germany as
Jewish refugees. She encouraged us to
critically think about group behaviour
to understand how concentration camps
could exist. Two seminal experiments in
social psycholog illustrated the capacity
for violence inherent in power relations
in group dynamics. The work of Stanley
Milgram and Zimbardo offer us lessons
in the human capacity for ‘justifiable
cruelty’. Dr. Beloff informed us of
Tiergasstrasse Vier, the street in which
Hitler started ‘private clinics’ for the
disabled, staffed by guards who had been
well rewarded and were screened for a
disposition towards sadism. Consider
the ATOS assessments, Bedroom Tax,
deaths of people on benefits against
this historical insight. History repeats
itself like a cycle of abuse if we tolerate
violence. In attempts to preserve the
union, the Better Together campaign is
colluding with state violence against our
‘weakest citizens’. Internal membership
of the campaign is only held together
by demonising the other as it has no
internal coherence nor acceptance of
diversity within its distinct groupings.
The language of state broadcasting is
drenched in military metaphors. The
Better Together campaign has a ‘war

chest’. “Somewhere behind every war,
there are always a few founding lies”
(Kurlanksy, 2006, Non-Violence: The
History of A Dangerous Idea.). Their
lie is that Scotland does not possess the
means, skills, talent and dreams or right
to become an independent nation.
The maintenance of the lie is
so much better
kept when an
environment
of sociopathic
detachment and
potential sadism
has been created by
a cabinet defined
by an all-male
public school elite
and maintained
by the obedience
of others (Labour
Party, Lib Dems).
This is overseeing
the biggest transfer
of wealth and rights
from working class
women since the
beginning of the
welfare state by
a group of men
brought up in
motherless, care
homes for the rich.
Sigmund Freud would have understood
the irony of this lack of empathy and lack
of love towards humanity.
The independence movement has
seen roots developing, new groupings
and interests forming and the natural
pollination of these seeds as they develop.
This is reflected in the Yes campaign at
local level with its organic growth and
the sheer range of identities, interests and
new connections which are being woven.
Nonviolence training was provided by
peace activists to folk from the Radical
Independence movement for a Faslane
blockade, solidarity of freedom of
expression has been given to National
Collective and more commonplace
is the topic of the referendum in the
free spaces of communal thinking;
around kitchen tables, bus stops, taxi
journeys, unexpected conversations in
pubs, political chat between different
generations who may not realise the
different perceptions of each other. Scots

talk among themselves in civic spaces
unregulated by the unionist media or
those with access and a voice through
these mainstream structures. What kind
of Scotland do we want to live for?
What are you scared of? Why?
Practioners of nonviolence are, at
this moment in Scottish history, not
seen as enemies
of the Scottish
government but
are considered
domestic extremists
by the British state.
Non-violence is a
radical idea which
has no proactive
word, it takes on
many forms of a
verb; listening,
resisting, tending,
caring, sharing,
giving, stopping.
The ‘gift’ is an
antidote to those
obedient, unionist
voices which scream
in punishing
tones ‘you cannae
get something
for nothing any
mair’. The gifts of
society are beyond
politics and the vampire economy of
the free market. Security over right to
land, housing, health, education and a
sustainable human life emerge from an
economics of peace and gender equality.
If we can ensure the voices and
ideas of women and the peace movement
contribute to the development of a
constitution which enshrines the ethics
of compassion for the land, compassion
as a societal virtue, and definitions of
freedom and safety which involve the
practice of non-violence as a state, then
a vision for an independent Scotland
will have consequences in terms of new
friendships and creative possibilities in a
global context. It is impossible to predict
the form, colour, smell and beauty of
a flower from looking at its seed. Such
is the nature of life and so be it with
the independence movement in its
biodiversity of imaginations.

There are lessons
for the left which
can be learned
from nonviolence training,
psychology, peace
education and the
arts. This is helpful
not only in making
it easier to speak
to one another
but to do so with
an attitude which
develops emotional
intelligence
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Lorna Waite is a writer and member
of Women for Independence

Do What Works
O

ne problem the left faces in having
any chance of grabbing the Scottish
political agenda has become quite clear as
I’ve told people I was going to write this
article.
I say “Our next issue is going to
be on how the left communicates and
I’m going to do a piece on political
strategy and why we need to get better”.
The responses would come (often from
intelligent, experienced people) “you
mean developing slogans?”. “Well, a
slogan might be part of it but...”. “OK,
so you mean press releases?” “Well, a
press release might be part of it but...”
“Ah, you mean lobbying?” “Well, it
might involve lobbying but...” “It must
be policy then?” “Well, there might be
policy work but...”
I’ve become aware of this over the
years – while some on the left are good
campaigners and while there are some
savvy people, generally we are not good
at political strategy. In fact, rather than
being a default starting-point for what we
do, it seems we may not all even be very
familiar with the practice.
Political strategy has been the
basis of my career for 20 years. As
with anything you do a lot, you tend
to assume that the things you do are
‘obvious’ and must be self-evident. This
sense is heightened because working in
political strategy you are surrounded by
many, many people doing much the same
thing as you. Almost every significant
part of Scottish life now has some sort
of political strategy capacity – even small
charities do training on how to engage
with and influence politics. The left? We
don’t.
Put simply, political strategy is just
identifying a programme of actions and
approaches which are most likely to
achieve an identified aim. It will include
consideration of all aspects that might
influence the achievement of that aim
– language, narrative, communications,
engagement and so on. Quite how those
are put together or made to work is
endlessly flexible so it is not only possible
but usual to be able to produce two
persuasive but very different strategies for
pursuing the same goal.
Even more flexible is how you
might go about deciding on a strategy
in the first place. I therefore want to
emphasise that the following is simply

an explanation of how I do it. This is
not meant to be a ‘user guide’, to give
the impression that ‘this is how it must
be done’ or to imply that other ways
aren’t every bit as successful. I just want
to encourage the left – and especially
the emerging generation of the left who
represent our best chance of changing
our habits in the future – to start to talk
and think about this sort of way of doing
things. For one very good reason – it
works.
So the first thing to do in
developing any political strategy is to be
absolutely clear on the precise desired
outcome. In my experience, this is often
the first thing that is skipped, with
people asuming ‘everyone knows’ the
goal. That often leads to people pursuing
ill-defined targets (which you can usually
spot by the use of phrases such as ‘raise
awareness of ’ , ‘change attitudes to’ or
‘defeating’). The more precisely you can
define your goal, the better able you will
be to assess whether your strategy is likely
to achieve that goal. A good way to do
this is simply to answer the question ‘if
we are successful, what will be different
afterwards and how will we know it is
different?’
I then work backwards, never
forwards. So I seldom think in terms of
‘here is where we are, here’s the next step’.
Rather, try to think backwards in a chain
with each link built firmly on the one
before. This is what we want to achieve
- what are the conditions that would
enable us to get that outcome? That
should throw up tangible things like ‘we
need to change the voting intention of
26 MSPs to get a majority’ or ‘we need to
change the remit for this working group’
or ‘there needs to be a visible debate in
the media’.
Once you are convinced that you’ve
worked through that properly, that you’re
sure the conditions you think will achieve
your outcome really will, step back again.
Now ask what changes in the political
environment will be likely to alter the
conditions you’ve identified. Perhaps a
more positive restatement of your goal
will persuade those 26 MSPs, or perhaps
they need some stick to go along with
the carrot. To change the remit, perhaps
you just need to persuade the Chair of
the group or perhaps you need to get
a majority of members of the group
12

on side. If you need to get something
into the media that you’ve failed to get
in, perhaps you need to stir up some
controversy, or perhaps you need a good
photo stunt, or perhaps you need to try
and place articles.
Then step back again. What are the
things that you can do to encourage the
development of the political environment
you have identified as necessary to set the
conditions for the outcome you want?
More simply, knowing all of the above,
what do we do?
Here there is no way round learning
the basic ‘tools of the trade’. I’ll give
the obvious example first. Everyone
nowadays think they are media literate.
This is not true. Few people really
understand the process of putting a
daily newspaper together, have a good
feeling for the news values of a specific
newspaper, know how to develop an idea
in a way that gets it in the right form for
that newspaper and then have decent
contacts to actually make it happen. You
wouldn’t stick your hand in an engine
without knowing what a fan belt does;
why would you think you’ll pitch a story
well if you don’t know who and when to
calll or what to say?
The bigger problem lies with the
other tools of the trade that are often
overlooked. I once had a senior figure in
Scottish public life who wanted me to
‘go balllistic’ about an agenda item on a
meeting which was viewed as extremely
hostile. Phone the press! Shout at the
Minister! Rile up the opposition! Make
this stop! Hold on though; you want
an agenda item removed, to do that
you need the secretariat to remove it,
which means you need them to be able
to do that without getting the Minister
unhappy. But you’re working blind – is
this the Minister’s pet policy and he’ll
die in a ditch before relenting? You can’t
do good strategy while missing crucial
information. So you need to fix that. Pick
up the phone. Ask whose agenda item it
is. Find out why its there. In the case to
which I’m referring here, it turned out
that a civil servant had added it to the
agenda purely because they thought the
agenda was light and the Minister didn’t
even know. I explained our hostility; “it’s
gone already” said the civil servant.
You don’t usually get such an easy
outcome, but you definitely won’t if you

Robin McAlpine spent 20 years working as a political strategist. Here he makes
an empassioned plea for the left to start using the basic practices of political
strategy which work for others.

don’t do things right. You must try and
make sure you have the information
you need. I am not a ‘poll fetishist’ by
any manner of means, so I don’t favour
extensive ‘market research’. But if you
want to persuade people to eat more
brocolli, it helps to understand why they
don’t. And if you can’t work out what
your opponent is up to or why, you need
to start talking to people.
Understanding the dynamics
of how people make decisions is also
important. I train people on engaging
with elected politicians. The first thing I
do is get them to tell me how they think
a politician spends their time. ‘Anaylsing
legislation’ is the most common
answer. Actually, they spend very much
more time at coffee mornings in their
constituency. Which is why (for example)
mention of wind farms often elicits
surprising responses – you’re thinking
‘climate change commitments’, they’re
thinking ‘oh no, my local anti wind farm
campaign’.
There is also an assumption
that people make decisions based on
‘least pain’ – i.e. if you make their life
difficult, they’ll concede. This isn’t true
in any simple way. There are always
multiple ways to avoid that kind of pain;
conceding could be one, but forming
a coalition of others to make sure you
have no chance of winning is another.
In the long term, agression is seldom the
most effective way of creating consent.
Strategy devised on the basis of empathy
usually works much better; there are few
things that will help you more than ‘role

playing’ being you target and ‘feeling’
what it is that would make you do what
you want them to do.
In most cases, you will by now have
arrived at a reasonably good picture of
what you’re planning. It can be simple
or complex – the ‘conditions’ could be
one basic one or many complex ones, the
actions might be a single straightforward
action or it could be a six-month
programme of lobbying, media, events
and policy development. But you’ll have
a decent picture.
Now, start working forward again.
You have your plan; make it into a
story. This is important – at some point
you’re going to have to tell someone
(your gaffer, your target audience) what
you’re trying to do, how you’re doing it
and why. Humans work in stories – a
narrative that starts one place, takes you
somewhere else and concludes without
many unresolved issues. You build
your campaign backwards, knowing
how action achieves conclusion.
Then you design the detail forward in
that knowledge. If you have worked
backwards from ‘we need X abolished’
and then you start working forward,
you will naturally find a narrative that
is ‘anti-X’. If you want X replaced with
Y, the narrative will naturally develop in
a different way. You will want to state
that X is bad but you aren’t content
unless people see Y as good. They are
quite different campaigns, one probably
developing a negative tone (that’s fine),
the other shooting for a positive tone.
But the tone is dictated by the purpose,
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not the other way
round.
And finally (for
this rip through the
subject), once you’ve
worked out your
masterplan, do the
difficult thing. Imagine
it failing. In fact,
imagine it failing and
backfiring in the worst
way you can possibly
imagine. You’ve spent
so much time trying to
make your plan work,
people often start to
believe it is ‘inevitable’.
Nothing is inevitable.
Even if you try and
work out every single thing that could go
wrong, you still won’t spot everything.
But if you don’t do it, your chance of
avoiding traps and failures is slim. Once
you’ve been through your plan to think
of the worst possible ouctome, look at
your plan again and see if you can avoid
it or mitigate it. You might, you might
not (there is no such thing as a foolproof
plan). But be ready.
Do all this because it works. Do it
because this is a field of activity which
has been very thoroughly developed
since the 1920s when the idea of
‘manufacturing consent’ emerged. Do
it because its what the other side does –
and it works for them. And do it because
it will refresh left thinking. As I wrote
earler, I’ve been doing this for 20 years
for a number of organisations big and
smalll. So far in that time I have never
developed a political strategy which was
built on a slogan (though I’ve often used
them to capture an idea), which required
a march or demonstration, or which is
almost entirely composed of ‘demands’
about what people ‘must’ stop doing.
Why? Because mostly these things don’t
work.
Alternatively, we could be the very
last people in the realm of public affairs
who thinks that political strategy is
somehow beneath them. Just don’t waste
your time trying to work out why we’re
making no progress.
Robin McAlpine is Director of the
Jimmy Reid Foundation and Editor of
the Scottish Left Review

Power in the Darkness
T

he story of modern Scotland is an
obvious one: we are a nation and a
community, increasingly defined by these
two terms and from this comes our sense
of difference and identity.
Beyond that it begins to get
complicated and contested; our
prevailing account of ourselves is that we
are centre-left, egalitarian, inclusive and
radical, and the missing word in front of
each of these is more; meaning more than
England, which for many is the crucial
ingredient.
All of the above contain elements
of truth but they are also our modern
myths, the stories we tell ourselves to
understand who we are, which are partfact, part-fiction, but which make us
who we are. And to fully comprehend
this we need to try
and have some honest,
reflective conversations
about this, the nature
of our public life, and
the challenge of power,
namely, who has it and
who doesn’t, and how
we understand it.
Let’s start with
power. It is one of the
central ingredients
that makes the world
go round. There are
at least three versions
of it in modern
Scotland: hard power,
intermediate power,
and soft power (Power:
A Radical View,
Palgrave Macmillan
2005). And for some
reason we don’t want
to talk too much about
all of these in modern
Scotland.
All of these levels
of power, influence
and status have various
inter-relationships,
cross-sect and crossinfluence each other.
Each has to be
understood. The hard
power of institutions, whether public,
private or voluntary; the intermediate
power of place people Scotland; and
the soft power of intellectual ideas

and discussion. Scotland often does
not differentiate between the three,
switching back and forth between these
three accounts without understanding
it. As common is to just portray onedimensional accounts of power and
who has it: one account talking about
the Parliament and politicians and how
the SNP project has usurped what used
to be a Labour extended state. Another
prevalent version only acknowledges
public manifestations and facets of
power, and does not even pause to
recognise that most power is hidden,
exercised without it being contested and
thus beyond serious, sustained public
scrutiny.
How do we begin to talk and
understand power? Let’s begin with
hard power. The uses
and abuses of power
– whether it is RBS,
HBOS, the Catholic
Church or Rangers
to take the obvious
examples – were never
seriously examined
until each institution
hit crisis or blew up.
Even now there is
not one serious book
on the Rangers crisis
(Phil Mac Giolla
Bhain’s bestseller
being a collection of
previously published
blogs); while it has
taken until five years
after RBS’s implosion
for Ian Fraser’s book to
appear later this year;
and we are still waiting
for the first systematic
investigation into the
Catholic Church and
its role in society.
Then there is
intermediate power,
the place people of
institutional Scotland
– the nomenklatura of
public life - the world
of Jeremy Peat and
numerous other figures who prospered
under Tory Scotland, continued their
life of privilege and power under
Labour devolution, and have effortlessly

Some of
the elites of
Scotland tell
themselves and
anyone who
will listen that
‘they are still
one of us’, ‘one
of the people’,
‘working class’
or ‘socialist’.
Others that they
just happen
to be the best
person for an
area that they
know nothing
of: ‘a fresh
pair of eyes’,
‘transferrable
skills’
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maintained their position under the
SNP. And without any major debate
or scrutiny, there will be the people
who gain most out of an independent
Scotland or a Scotland remaining
in the union; at least we could have
the‘radicalism’ to debate these basic
truths.
Finally, we have the world of
intellectual (and non-intellectual) ideas
and discussion in the media, academia,
the small think tank world, and other
organisations. This is a small, insecure
environment, defined by perilous
business models and lack of finance in
the media, along with the bureaucratic
‘newspeak’ of much modern academia.
Plus there is the obvious reality that
most professionals in these sectors are
completely disconnected from policy
and ideas, covering other areas from
celebrity and sport in the media to other
specialisms in academia.
Power has to be acknowledged,
brought into the open, challenged and
admitted by those who hold it. Many of
the people making up the above three
groups never address their own influence,
whether hard, intermediate or soft,
their status and power, or the interrelationships and collusions which allow
them to be seen as a ‘safe pair of hands’
and an expert on subjects they know next
to nothing about.
There is in this a faux people’s tale
of Scotland in this: of power evading
its responsibilities, accountability and
scrutiny by what is an element of selfdeception if not something stronger.
Some of the elites of Scotland tell
themselves and anyone who will listen
that ‘they are still one of us’, ‘one of the
people’, ‘working class’ or ‘socialist’.
Others that they just happen to be
the best person for an area that they
know nothing of: ‘a fresh pair of eyes’,
‘transferrable skills’, etc.
Maybe the group who are worst
are those in this milieu who think
while having power that they are
the alternative: the self-declared ‘free
thinkers’ and ‘radicals’; surely anyone
who describes themselves as such is
evident of being conservative, clichéd
and blowing their own trumpet? Two
community development professionals
that myself and a group in Govan tried

Gerry Hassan argues that mapping and challenging elite power in Scotland is a
crucial aspect of questioning our own national myths and moving forward to an
alternative
to work with a few years ago, constantly
declared in their work, ‘it’s not about
us’. They said it so many times, it was
a mantra which indeed made it about
them, and not surprisingly with a matter
of days to go before an important event
they stormed off in a huff! It actually
made the event even more special.
Then there is the absence of
forensic, systematic critiques of power
and elites. We used to do this. Tom
Johnston wrote two powerful books on
power and people that sold hundreds of
thousands of copies in the first decades
of the 20th century. This was in the era
of the ILP when there was a collective
working class culture. All of that is a long
time ago. Then we had the post-war age
of Labour statism and then resistance
to Thatcherism. A sole exception in
this field is Andy Wightman and his
powerful, ‘The Poor Had No Lawyers’:
a wonderful counter-history of Scotland
(Birlinn 2010).
The reasons we don’t talk about
power are multiple. It involves being
serious, doing research, and accepting
that simple, conspiracy theories or black
and white thinking are not adequate. But
it is more than that. There is the decline
of the intellectual left: the ILP years ago,
then the Communist Party which was
active in Scotland until the 1970s and
1980s. There is the influence of antiToryism and opposition to Thatcherism
which became synonymous with being
left-wing and radical. Another factor is
the rise of a catch-all Scottish nationalism
which declares itself social democratic,
but actually covers the entire mainstream
political spectrum. And finally, there
is the positioning of our professional
classes as the defenders of the people: our
common weal and community of the
realm, and our collective decision to trust
them and not question their credentials
and actions; even after RBS, the Catholic
Church, Rangers FC and many other
crises of trust and authority.
We have choices in this. As Ernest
Renan wrote about what makes up a
nation – it is about the active selection
of what to remember and what to forget
(‘What is a Nation?’ in Nation and
Narration, Routledge 1990). And this is
something we choose collectively to do
and not to do everyday, and it shapes us,

our many cultures and us as a people.
It is naturally and healthy for us
to have myths, folklore and stories. It is
just that some of them have become a bit
battered and discredited and should be
replaced by more relevant, accurate ones.
There are people who believe that
the Scotland of today is about a whole
pile of perceived injustices: whether it be
1707, the Highland Clearances, First and
Second World Wars, Thatcherism and
the poll tax, or Tony Blair and the Iraq
war. Then there are those who choose
to live in the fantasyland of Britain as a
force for fairness and good at home and
internationally, for many this centring
on the ‘Brave New World’ of 1945, the
welfare state and NHS.
These aren’t our
only stories but both
are being trundled out
in the long run to the
independence vote next
year, and what both
display is a profound
desire to live in the past
and a mythical past
at that. And critically
for the rest of us, they
show a deep-seated
lack of comprehension,
or even willful
miscomprehension of views other than
their own.
There are a few characteristics we
need to emphasis in this defining period
and beyond. First, that we learn to talk
about power, its dynamics, consequences
and its hold over us as a society. That
means individual inquiry but more
importantly the gathering of resources
in trade unions, think tanks, academia
and NGOs to systematically map and
define the contours of power and elites in
Scotland.
Second, that we recognise with
all its pluses and minuses both our
progressive qualities and limitations.
Across numerous areas of Scotland’s
public life: health, education, corporate
life, our actual experience is far from
the social democratic Northern, almost
Nordic story we like to tell ourselves.
And we should start noting that our
deficiencies aren’t solely about the union
or external factors, but in many cases in
areas where Scotland is self-governing

– from public services to Donald
Trump and the mess of Scottish football
– involves colluding with power and
corporate orthodoxies.
Finally, Scotland is different but we
have to recognise the limits and pitfalls of
difference. We can continue to pretend
that everything is all right and cling to
conservation and conservatism, but we
cannot do that and claim that we are
left-wing, radical or social democratic.
There is one redeeming attraction in this
approach: it would allow us to continue
the story of difference as England
embarks on its path of free market
groupthink. For some people that is
enough; but is that really what the rest of
us want to be reduced to?
Starting to talk
about power, how
and who we have let
govern, make decisions
and frame much of
modern life, should
be an integral part
of Scotland’s selfgoverning debate.
Without it we really
are just being offered
a choice between two
versions of corporate,
brand Scotland. For
some that is enough, hoping that radical
change can begin post-September 2014,
but in reality, a truncated set of choices
now would lead to the future being
a version of today. Scotland’s future
demands that we are about more than a
politics of difference based on rejecting
the marketeering agenda of ‘choice’
in England. Making self-government,
radical, egalitarian and democratising
doesn’t happen naturally or by osmosis;
we have to will it, develop ideas,
articulate hope and take on our own
forces of conservatism.

Power has to be
acknowledged,
brought into
the open,
challenged and
admitted by
those who hold
it
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Dr. Gerry Hassan is a writer,
researcher and commentator who
has just been awarded his PhD on
power and ideas in modern Scotland.
His next book with James Mitchell is
‘After Independence: The State of the
Scottish Nation Debate’ published by
Birlinn.

How Maggie killed ‘local’
M

argaret Thatcher; whether we like
it or not, she was the woman who
transformed Britain, perhaps more so
than other individual in recent history.
In this article I want to focus on how
Thatcher and her ilk contributed towards
the death of local government. For
some readers the very title ‘the death of
local government’ may sound like an
exaggeration, sensationalist even, and
it could be the case that I am giving
the Iron Lady too much credit. But
nonetheless I stand by the title. Local
government in this country is dead and
has been for quite some time.
If councillors, who sit in council
chambers the length and breadth
of Scotland were to resign on mass
tomorrow I don’t think it would make
that much difference. The reality is that
councils are run by senior managers
who follow their orders from central
government and the role of a councillor
is often reduced to providing democratic
camouflage for decisions taken elsewhere.
Following a series of reforms begun by
Margaret Thatcher, what we have in
Scotland (and the rest of the UK) is a

system of local administration whereby
32 local authorities are instructed by
senior politicians to follow the same
economic policy. To describe this state
of affairs as local ‘government’ is surely
something of a misnomer.
Thatcher’s neoliberal reforms
contributed to the removal of power
from elected politicians as local
government was broken up and
fragmented in order to neutralise political
opposition to her policies. Many of local
government’s powers were systematically
removed, particularly powers pertaining
to finances. Rate capping was introduced
followed by the removal of controls
to vary business rates, whilst severe
restrictions were placed on the amount of
money local authorities could borrow in
order to fund capital investment projects
– a deliberate policy which paved the way
for PFI. Meanwhile, planning powers
were curbed as power shifted from
elected politicians to the private sector.
The end results are there for everyone
to see: decimated high streets filled with
charity shops, betting shops and cheap
takeaways and out-of-town retail parks

Bob Crow, General Secretary
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which have turned everywhere into
nowhere. Follow the thread carefully
and all of these developments have their
origins in the removal of statutory powers
from local government.
One of Thatcher’s many
achievements was introducing a neoliberal way of thinking into public sector
management. Steve Biko once wrote that
the greatest weapon in the hands of the
oppressor is the mind of the oppressed –
and whilst I doubt that senior managers
running mini-bureaucracies in the
town hall could be constituted as ‘the
oppressed’ – nonetheless many of their
minds are influenced by the discursive
narratives of neoliberalism.
When the Iron Lady herself left
office in 1990 the Thatcherite assault on
local government continued unabated
under the governments of John Major
and then Tony Blair who was the
greatest Thatcherite since Thatcher.
Dexter Whitfield, the director of the
European Services Strategy unit and
author the authoritative book In Place
Of Austerity describes the impact of the
transformations. Two great qualitative

Alex Gordon, President

Gary Fraser argues that the focus on Thatcher’s impact on national politics has
disguised the lasting impact she had on local government - one that continues
to take the democracy out of local hands
transformations occurred: firstly, local
authorities became purchasers and not
just providers of services. Secondly,
policies framed around Best Value
guidelines placed local authorities under
the strict control of the Chief Executives
and the top layer of senior management
but not the elected members. Local
government’s death knell was sounding.
Councils became ‘commissioning
agents’. Commissioning is informed
by a bureaucratic view of the world
which insists that it no longer matters
who provides public services so long
as the service is provided, establishing
the perfect mindset for privatisation.
Language was an important weapon
for the neoliberal modernisers: service
users or citizens were now constructed
as ‘clients’, ‘consumers’ and ‘customers’,
with privatisation policies window
dressed as ‘consumer choice’.
Whitfield explains how public
services became quantified and organised
in order to be readily specified into
a contract, with operational values
remoulded to meet commercial criteria.
Risks were commoditised so they could
be priced and grants were replaced
with contracts. The end result was a
growth in bureaucracy and a rise in
middle management. Furthermore, as
managers took on the responsibility for
implementing neoliberal reforms the
pay gap between senior management
and the actual workers who deliver front
line services increased dramatically. But
the role of the public sector manager
was also transformed; gone were the
days when they managed staff and
developed their service; now they were
called upon to oversee ‘service reviews’,
‘options appraisals’, ‘business cases’ and
‘tendering procedures’ whilst at the same
time enforcing and being subjected to a
culture of management by performance.
Neoliberalism not only transformed
local government. Where the private
sector could not make a profit, the
voluntary sector was brought in as a
cheaper alternative to local government.
This resulted in a cultural takeover of
the voluntary sector by business values
and practices. Paid staff chasing external
funding became the norm. With over
100,000 paid workers now working in
the sector in Scotland it is more often

than not referred to as the ‘third sector’
with the larger organisations competing
with one another to win crucial contracts
in the ‘public services delivery market’.
According to Whitfield, contracts are
typically awarded to organisations that
reduce the cost of labour and employ
fewer staff.
We are now
in a period where
many Scottish
local authorities
are struggling
to provide basic
services, as they find
their budgets are
slashed every year.
However, rather
than initiating a
discussion about
the systemic failure
of local authorities
to challenge central
government,
councillors across
the country are
instead discussing
the feasibility of
transferring council
assets to other
providers. Asset
transfer potentially involves the wholescale transfer of public assets including
libraries, swimming pools, leisure centres
and community centres to third sector,
even private providers. Whitfield argues
that it would mark the completion of
the Thatcherite ideal of ‘real public
ownership’. Moreover, it would
fundamentally undermine the democratic
ideal that public services should be free
to all and funded out of general taxation.
Councillors often argue that the
communities should take over the
running of services, an argument which
is littered with problems. For starters,
many communities do not posses the
capacity to deliver public services and
neither do they want to. In areas where
community ownership is not feasible
then services will be lost. Research
conducted by Professor John Mohan
of the Third Sector Research Centre
(2010) highlighted that volunteering and
participation in community governance
structures is more noticeable in middle
class areas than in working class or poorer

communities, the very communities
where the cuts are biting the hardest.
Meanwhile, similar research by the
Joseph Rowntree Foundation (2006)
noted that a small number of people,
described by the Foundation as the
‘consultative elite’, are disproportionately
involved in
community
politics. Proponents
of community
ownership
often overplay
its democratic
credentials but
asset transfer means
that services and
assets will no longer
be controlled by
democraticallyelected Councils,
but by small groups
of management
committees, often
unrepresentative
of the wider
communities they
serve. The outcome
is not a ‘big society’
but a village against
village, and town
against town mentality whereby local
groups are forced to compete against
each other for funding. And let’s not
forget that it is the funders and not
the community who ultimately call
the tune. Whitfield notes how the
search for funding from an increasingly
conservative charity and trust sector
could result in a rightward shift in the
politics of community and civil society
campaigning.
Margaret Thatcher might well be
dead and gone but her ideas live on. In
fact, worryingly, many of her ideas still
have some mileage and the bad news
is that they could be coming soon to a
community near you.

When the Iron
Lady herself left
office in 1990
the Thatcherite
assault on local
government
continued
unabated under
the governments
of John Major and
then Tony Blair who
was the greatest
Thatcherite since
Thatcher
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What’s Left of Planning?
Who possesses
this landscape?
The man who bought it or
I who am
possessed by it?
False questions,
For this landscape
Is masterless
And intractable
In any terms
That are human
(Norman McCaig, A Man in Assynt)

T

oday Norman McCaig’s words are
carved into the Canongate Wall
of the Scottish Parliament, sitting on
the side of the building where the false
questions he posed are periodically
debated. Their presence is a poetic
counterpoint to more prosaic legal and
political realities. Whilst land may be
beyond value, masterless even, it is also
inscribed with multiple different values
whose often intractable claims must be
adjudicated between in all too human
terms. This is often the job of everyone’s
favourite bête noir – the planning system.
The planning system in Scotland
remains recognisable in form to that
created in the surge of post-war socialdemocratic optimism. Though the
outright nationalisation of land was
ultimately rejected, the right to develop
and change
its use was
brought under
public control.
In principle
this meant
curtailing
the rights of
‘the man who
bought it’
to do as he
[sic] wished
with his land,
recognising a
wider public
interest in the democratic steering
of change to town and country. This
principle remains in place today – an
anachronism perhaps, and one around
which many of society’s contradictory
demands for land have become
entangled.
In truth, the system and its guiding
principles never really worked as intended.

The production of authoritative plans
to rationally guide the development of a
brave new world proved more difficult
than expected. As publicly-led projects
gave way to the vagaries of private marketbased development, plans struggled to
keep up. Planning became a reactive
process responding to the restless search
for profit. Without a mechanism for
effectively capturing the increases in land
values that planning decisions created,
publicly generated benefits simply lined
private pockets. Socially-progressive
ambitions for planning drained away as
visions of a better, high-rise future became
all too concrete and the idea that planners
(or anyone else) might know best what’s
good for us came to be rightly challenged.
Today ‘the planners’ are a
convenient scapegoat for the failings
of our towns and cities. Beneath the
negative public perception though there
is arguably a more complex picture. The
scars on many of our high streets and
housing estates reveal more about uneven
patterns of investment and disinvestment
than they do about planning decisions.
There have also been some less-heralded
successes. Settlements have been
contained, areas of natural beauty and
environmental value conserved. Even
when people sigh and complain about
the latest carbuncle the planners have
allowed they express a belief that better
planning is
needed rather
than none at all.
After all, who’s
to say how
the landscape
would look
if the market
had been left
to its own
devices? Yet
‘more market’
is precisely
the neoliberal
remedy that
seems to be driving change to planning
in Scotland today.
The planning system is still
going through a protracted period of
‘modernisation’ – a process begun in the
early days of the new Parliament that has
included the passing in 2006 of the first
planning legislation since devolution.
Over the last ten years the Scottish

In Scotland the
government has clearly
been receptive to this
neoliberal ‘commonsense’, often reinforced
by complaints from the
development industry
about the costs of
planning regulation
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Government has articulated a range
of different ambitions for a ‘modern’
planning system. This has included the
laudable but somewhat technocratic
sounding goal of making development
plans more effective at integrating the
impacts of different public services on
places. It has also involved the aim of
better including people in the making
of plans and decisions, recognising that
provisions for public participation in
planning have rarely proved effective
or helped to ensure public trust in
decision-making. Most pervasive of all,
however has been a concern to improve
the efficiency of decisions, ensuring that
local authorities are ‘open for business’
and able to ‘facilitate’ development. This
latter purpose has become increasingly
pronounced under the SNP as the
pursuit of ‘sustainable economic growth’
has been promoted above all else,
effectively subsuming other goals to the
simplistic equation that development
= economic growth = success (perhaps
even = independence?). Development has
therefore become synonymous with the
public interest, the prime public good
that the planning system should seek to
promote.
The founding assumption behind
this pursuit of a more efficient system
is that planning is a form of regulation
that imposes often unacceptable costs
on businesses and developers, negatively
impacting on the economy. This view of
planning has become common currency
and is driving increasingly chaotic reform
in England as well as further changes
in Wales and Northern Ireland. Whilst
there is plenty of anecdotal evidence
to support it there is little systematic
research beyond that produced by
neoliberal economists whose own
starting assumptions are rarely critically
examined.
In Scotland the government has
clearly been receptive to this neoliberal
‘common-sense’, often reinforced by
complaints from the development
industry about the costs of planning
regulation. The strength of the
development = economic growth =
success equation reflects and reinforces
the power of pro-development lobbies.
They are able to claim that the logic of
market success and failure is the only
way to truly evaluate their proposals.

Planning and governmental attitudes to economic development have turned
planning processes into a sideline of the neoliberal project, argues Andy Inch.
We need a rethink.
The planning profession have responded
by seeking to change their ‘culture’,
presenting a more business friendly
face that emphasises their concern to
‘proactively’ make development happen.
All of this has promoted a
managerial approach, where the role
of the planning system is to realise the
unquestioned public benefits generated
by development. In this context,
however, other public goods that the
planning system might seek to promote
and protect, social and environmental
justice or local democratic renewal, risk
being cast aside. Community views,
for example, come to be all too readily
ignored. Development is done to people
not with them and they are exposed
to its costs whilst rarely believing in or
experiencing its proclaimed benefits
(see ‘Revaluing public participation
in Scotland’s planning system’ report
produced by the charity Planning
Democracy). High profile cases such as
Donald Trump’s business class bullying
of the Aberdeenshire coastline and its
residents give an indication of what is at
stake in countless other developments
across the country. Worryingly, the

undifferentiated elision of growth with
the public interest also leads to a failure
to fully interrogate the proclaimed
benefits of development or to assess
who such ‘growth’ will benefit if it does
materialise. These are key questions that
it should be the task of the planning
system to both ask and answer.
This is not to suggest that
development and growth cannot and do
not bring important public benefits. Nor,
needless to say, is it an argument for an
inefficient planning system or a blanket
defence of existing practices. However,
it does take us back to McCaig, to the
intractability of the land and to questions
of how it should be valued and how
conflict over who ‘possesses it’ and to
what purposes should be resolved.
The costs and benefits of
development are contested and
contestable, they are certainly not evenly
distributed, and in some cases they
are hard to demonstrate to a sceptical
public. Indeed, proposed development
often raises contradictory responses
from people whose otherwise intact
commitment to the virtues of market
forces can be challenged by the threat
to landscapes they hold dear.
Yet in planning, as in so many
areas of public life, the neoliberal
common sense fails to address such
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models of growth. Such a democratically
inclusive process should also seek to shape
more socially and environmentally just
and sustainable outcomes.
Those three ‘shoulds’ in the two
paragraphs above are important. On
the one hand, they might seem a rather
depressing reminder of how far removed
actually existing democracy, local
government and land-use planning are
from such a reality. On the other hand,
however, those three ‘shoulds’ are also
a reminder of why democracy, local
government and planning are worth
fighting for. In their absence it is the all
too visible hand of the market that makes
and remakes the places we live in.
So what would a radical agenda
for planning look like? There are various
traditions that might be drawn on
to sketch such a picture. These range
from more statist solutions that point
towards a strengthening and renewal of
local government, to more variegated
strands of thought that would promote
enhanced forms of community control
and development of land. At the root
of all such conceptions, however, must
be a strong belief in democratic control
of the land – creating just processes to
shape more just places. This requires a
fundamental reconnection of planning
reform to questions of land reform
(processes that have been all too
conspicuously separate since devolution).
Land and property markets have long
been key drivers of inequality in Scotland
and yet the failings of a property
driven economy have not yet led to
fundamental questioning of their role, or
a much-needed search for new ways of
understanding where the public interest
lies in controlling and regulating them.
Instead it is the interests of those who
buy and sell the land that continue to
dominate whilst other claims are sidelined
or ignored. A radical reassertion of the
public interest justification for planned
intervention in the development and use
of land is required to create a more just
and sustainable Scotland; redistributing
the economic value generated by the land,
whilst recognising and respecting other
ways of ‘possessing’ it.
Andy Inch is a lecturer in Town and
Regional Planning at the University
of Sheffield.

Citizen Smith
T

here can be few who have not heard
of Adam Smith’s An Inquiry into
the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations. Recently, when trekking (or
‘tramping’, as kiwis – the people not
the birds – like to call it) I grew tired
of reading light literature and decided
I needed to peruse something a little
more demanding. Hence, after years
of procrastination, I finally started on
Volume One of the ‘Wealth of Nations’.
I had put this off because I had had the
impression that the book was simply an
early description of the laws of supply
and demand, and written (the obvious
quote excepted) in such a manner as to
justify every evil within the free market.
Or, to be more precise, written in such
a way as to allow justification of every
evil within the free market. Reading
Smith was a revelation. This essay is not
intended to provide a synopsis of Smith’s
magnum opus, but rather to highlight
some of the reasons for my wishing that I
had read it many years earlier.
There is, of course, the simple
delight in reading the description of
early economics. I should have given
little consideration to the effects of
wear and tear on gold coinage in the
18th century had it not been for Smith.
But, more exciting, is the revelation of
Smith’s humanity, his consideration of
the effects of the economic and political
system upon the poor and disadvantaged.
Throughout Smith’s work, his discussions
are couched primarily in terms of benefits
to the population as a whole, rather than
to business. Agree or disagree with his
interpretation, Smith recognises a fact all
too often forgotten by modern politicians
and economists – economies are for
people, not people for economies. He
condemns the mistreatment both of the
poor of these isles and of the indigenous
people of the colonies. These interesting
passages give a very different view of
Smith to that usually presented in the
media.
Smith sees little to recommend the
aristocracy, the then leaders of society.
“All for ourselves, and nothing for
other people, seems, in every age of the
world, to have been the vile maxim of
the masters of mankind.” He goes on
to argue that as economies presented
greater opportunities to hoard wealth,

even in the most foolish and worthless
manner, so the opportunity was taken.
“For a pair of diamond buckles, […] or
for something as frivolous and useless,
they exchanged the maintenance […] of
1000 men for a year.” Smith notes that
so short-sighted were the aristocracy
that they failed to see that the loss of
their retainers would slowly erode their
personal power, gradually transferring
that power to the mercantile classes,
for whom he clearly had the greatest
admiration. “...... but the mean rapacity,
the monopolizing spirit, of merchants
and manufacturers, who neither are,
nor ought to be, the rulers of mankind,
though it cannot, perhaps, be corrected,
may very easily be prevented from
disturbing the
tranquillity of
anybody but
themselves.” I
wonder if anybody
in the BBC has ever
read The Wealth
of Nations? One
must assume,
from the fact that
businessmen are
brought forward to
comment on every issue under the sun,
from health to education, that it cannot
be so.
Indeed, even in Smith’s day
it appears that merchants and
manufacturers had their opinions widely
sought and applauded: “…who by their
wealth draw to themselves the greatest
share of the public consideration”.
But Smith warns: “As their thoughts,
however, are commonly exercised rather
about the interest of their own particular
branch of business, than about that of
the society, their judgment, even when
given with the greatest candour […]
is much more to be depended upon
with regard to the former of those two
objects”. Oddly enough I do not recall a
BBC presenter issuing a similar warning,
along the lines of ‘Before the CBI
representative speaks, let us consider the
words of Adam Smith “As their thoughts,
however ...”’ . But perhaps I missed that
bit.
Smith gives some practical examples
of the political effects of allowing
policies to be unduly influenced by the

mercantile classes. “By extorting from the
legislature bounties upon the exportation
of their own linen, high duties upon the
importation of foreign linen, and a total
prohibition of consumption of some
sorts of French linen, they endeavour to
sell their goods as dear as possible. By
encouraging the importation of foreign
linen yarn, and thereby bringing it into
completion with that which is made by
our own people, they endeavour to buy
the work of the poor spinners as cheaply
as possible.” This is but one example of
Smith’s words on the effects of building
an economic system founded upon the
advice of the CBI of the day. A more
general summary of his views is provided
by the following quote: “They are as
intent to keep down
the wages of their
own weavers, as
the earnings of the
poor spinners; and
it is by no means for
the benefit of the
workmen that they
endeavour either
to raise the price of
the complete work,
or to lower that of
the rude materials.
It is the industry which is carried on for
the benefit of the rich and the powerful,
that is principally encouraged by our
mercantile system. That which is carried
on for the benefit of the poor and the
indigent is too often either neglected or
oppressed.”
Naturally the imbalance in voice
is reflected, then as today, in political
government. “It is not, however, difficult
to foresee which of the two parties must,
upon all ordinary occasions, have the
advantage in the dispute, and force the
other into a compliance with their terms.
[…] We have no acts of parliament
against combining to lower the price of
work, but many against combining to
raise it.”
But what were Smith’s views
on those individuals who combined
to raise the price of work? That
Smith has observed the effects of the
manipulation of politics for the benefit
of the mercantile class is not the same
as noting that Smith disapproves of
the actions of that class. Of course, his

I had put off
reading The Wealth
of Nations because
of the impression
that it justifies
every evil within the
free market
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The appropriation of Adam Smith by the right is a travesty of his writing. Bill
Wilson, recently catching up on the Wealth of Nations, argues that he is closer
in spririt to the Occupy movement.
rather derogatory description of the
mercantile classes (“the mean rapacity”)
might be taken as an indication, but
Smith spells out his views rather more
precisely. The following not only leaves
little doubt as to Smith’s views on the
rights of the poorer members of society
to share in any increasing prosperity but
also makes a much broader point: “Is
this improvement in the circumstances
of the lower ranks of the people [sharing
in economic growth via rising wages]
to be regarded as an advantage, or as
an inconveniency, to the society? The
answer seems at first abundantly plain.
Servants, labourers, and workmen [...],
make up the far greater part of every
great political society. But what improves
the circumstances of the greater part, can
never be regarded as any inconveniency
to the whole. No society can surely be
flourishing and happy, of which the far
greater part of the members are poor and
miserable.” Smith could not have read all
the recent research into the impacts of
inequality, but these final lines might be
thought of as prescient.
In Greece, as in this country, calls
for austerity tend to be treated in the
press as sensible and rational, whilst
calls for expanded public expenditure,
emphasising the importance of reducing
unemployment and poverty over debt,
are deemed populist and irrational. Thus
The Telegraph (14 June 2012) states that
pro-austerity politicians may “be replaced
by a ragbag of populist politicians”.
Yet the final lines in the previous quote
would suggest that Smith might have
taken a rather different view. Logically,
if Smith believed that it cannot be
argued that it is bad for society when the
majority benefit then it follows that it
cannot be good for society if the majority
suffer. Thus, in Greece, or the UK,
policies that reduce (or do not tackle)
evasion of taxes on the wealthy, whilst
imposing austerity, cannot be good.
Equally, following Keynesian economic
logic to maintain the well-being of the
majority must be good (or at least cannot
be argued to be bad).
Of course, I am aware that some
will argue that Smith would not have
been opposed to austerity, because he
would have been persuaded by the
arguments laid out by today’s neoliberals

that it is in the long-term best interests of
all. I am convinced, having read Smith’s
work, that he would have taken a hard
look at the history of the distribution
of wealth and power over the last few
decades, and exposed this sophistry for
what it is. I also believe he would have
agreed with Wilkinson and Pickett’s
thesis: that gross inequality is corrosive to
society as a whole.
Smith’s best known quote - or
perhaps I should say ‘misquote’ -’the
invisible hand of the market’, appears
but once in his writing, and is in fact
the ‘invisible hand’, the word ‘market’
not appearing. “He generally, indeed,
neither intends to promote the public
interest, […] By preferring the support
of domestic to that of foreign industry,
he intends only his own security; […]
and he is in this, as in many other cases,
led by an invisible hand to promote an
end which was no part of his intention.
[…] By pursuing his own interest, he
frequently promotes that of the society
more effectually than when he really
intends to promote it.” Thus in Smith’s
view the “inconveniency” of foreign
investment will encourage the investor
to create jobs and prosperity at home.
Compare that with Chomsky’s view
(Al Jazera , 16 May 2012) of the US
economy since the 1970’s: “When the
1970s came along, there were sudden
and sharp changes: de-industrialisation,
the off-shoring of production, and
the shift to financial institutions,” in
short, everything the “invisible hand”
once made very difficult. Can anybody
recall the CBI or the Adam Smith
Institute condemning off-shoring as
fundamentally against Smith’s view of
economics?
But alongside condemning injustice
at home Smith, against a background of
rampant imperialism and comfortable
racist assumptions of the superiority
of the white man, equally condemned
injustice abroad. It is certainly fair to
say that he railed against contemporary
methods of governing colonies. Smith
regarded colonial trade restrictions as
highly inefficient, resulting in ordinary
people paying more for their basic goods.
But Smith’s view of colonies, and their
ethics, went beyond simple economics,
his views perhaps being reflected in
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the later words of the nationalist José
Gervasio Artigas: “recordemos que
ellos tienen el principal direcho...”: “...
folly and injustice seem to have been
the principles which presided over and
directed the first project of establishing
those colonies; the folly of hunting after
gold and silver mines, and the injustice
of coveting the possession of a country
whose harmless natives, far from having
ever injured the people of Europe, had
received the first adventurers with every
mark of kindness and hospitality.” “Folly
and injustice” – with the addition of
other commodities, most notably oil, this
certainly seems to apply today.
To return to the present crisis, what
has Smith to say to these “misguided
souls” who believe that our failing
economies might be tackled by cutting
the 90-odd billion lost in tax evasion and
tax avoidance and increase rather than
decrease the taxes paid by the wealthiest
one per cent or so? “The subjects of
every state ought to contribute towards
the support of government as nearly as
possible in proportion to their respective
abilities, that is in proportion to the
revenue which they respectively enjoy.”
But when he says “as nearly as possible”,
this is not because he thinks it fair that
the very wealthy should evade their taxes.
“It is not very unreasonable that the rich
should contribute to the public expense,
not only in proportion to their revenue,
but in something rather more than in
proportion.”
The RBS was founded in 1727,
the first addition of An Inquiry into
the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations appeared in 1776. Why, oh
why, did nobody on the RBS board
apparently bother to read it (perhaps this
was the first board which did not)? For,
in relation to the banking crisis, the last
word is, most emphatically, Smith’s!
“The practice [of banking] is
capable of being reduced to strict
rules. To depart from these rules
in consequence of some flattering
expectation of extraordinary gain is
almost always extremely dangerous, and
often fatal.”
Bill Wilson is a former SNP MSP

A Genuine Debate
P

erhaps it was the presence at this
growing intensity among the grassroots
year’s STUC conference of the Yes
of the Scottish trade union movement.
Scotland and Better Together groups, all
To its great credit, the SLR has been
fresh faced, youthful and perma-smiles
well ahead of the curve in educating and
(not difficult against the coupons of
engaging people on the referendum. It’s
the well-kent grizzled conference vets,
thought-provoking approach, soliciting
admittedly) or maybe its just that we
views from all sides across the Scottish
are getting ever-closer to Thursday 18
left, has been a breath of fresh air in
September 2014 that minds of trade
comparison with the largely turgid
unionists are becoming more focused on
approach of our mainstream media
Scotland’s constitutional future.
which can’t, and won’t remove itself from
At Perth most of the discussions
the back pockets of vested-interests.
I had with delegates, visitors and
I’m a firm believer that if people
the passing media turned to the
want to make a truly informed decision
constitutional question and the position
on Scotland’s constitutional future next
our
main
trade
unions
in
Scotland
may
then1they need access to better
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take. And, much like the general public,
information and our politicians, along
while we’re not quite in the same state
with their respective campaigns, need to
of constitutional frenzy as our elected
be made more accountable. As it goes, I
representatives, there is certainly a
think that - generally - trade unions are
acting as the
conduit for
its members
to do just
that.
In my
own, union,
Unite the
approach
since David
Cameron
effectively
fired the
starting
pistol on the
referendum
in January
2012 has
been clear:
Help our
members
get the
information
they want
and amplify
the questions
they are
asking in
order to
make an
informed
decision
on the
referendum
process and
in the final
Mick Whelan
Alan Donnelly
Kevin Lindsay
General Secretary
President
Scottish Oﬃcer
vote come

ASLEF CALLS FOR AN
INTEGRATED, PUBLICLY
OWNED, ACCOUNTABLE
RAILWAY FOR SCOTLAND
(which used to be the SNP’s
position – before they
became the government!)
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September 2014.
Some people may think this isn’t
such a tall order, but I would disagree.
I think there is a deep awareness within
trade unions of the challenge in achieving
this against the backdrop of a changing
political and social environment where
trade unions in general are still adapting
to the new political realities in Scotland.
In my view, our traditional political
thinking never truly factored for a social
democratic party political alternative
in Scotland and the implications this
would have on the trade union–political
dynamic. Even with the rise of the SNP
to power in 2007, few can honestly say
they woke-up to the possibility that the
SNP could consolidate power let alone
deliver an independence referendum.
The hangover is that our main
unions now have an activist base that,
by and large, instinctively looks towards
one political party for a response when
things aren’t going their way, while also
generally resigning themselves to the
reality that this strategy will occasionally
bear some fruit but more often than not
will deliver less than they think they
deserve.
However, and while we can argue
long and hard about more acute remedies
for this (another time, perhaps), there
are definite signs that the haze of this
political lethargy is lifting across our
unions, giving way to a more edgy and
informed campaigning political culture.
Of course, in part this is a natural
reaction to the economic climate and
an increasingly brutal austerity agenda,
but the nature of how ‘we do’ politics is
evolving against this backdrop.
Trade union campaigning is
increasingly overarching party politics - a
very healthy development and not before
time. You can see it in the recent BESNA
dispute across the construction sector
trade unions and also in their current
campaign to tackle blacklisting, for
example. This uncompromising style of
campaigning is becoming infectious and
it’s being actively encouraged by some
trade union leaderships.
In the Scottish context, the timing
for this couldn’t be better with the
referendum in 2014, a general election in
2015 and irrespective of the referendum
outcome, Scottish Parliamentary

Peter Welsh responds to assumptions that the trade unions sector is going to
slavishly follow a political path set for them during the referendum campaign
by explaining that it’s much more open than that
elections in 2016. Without being overly
dramatic, it’s a proverbial holy trinity
of opportunity for all trade unionists
to rise, shake off the political dust and
shape change. This should particularly
encourage those on the Scottish left who
have been shouting loudly for vibrant
debate and a narrative that will help put
the political orthodoxy behind the eightball.
In unions like Unite, the
independence referendum has never
been an issue to shy away from. From
the outset, the potentially transformative
effects of the referendum and its
capacity to act as a once-in-a-generation
opportunity to revitalise politics in
Scotland has been well recognised.
However, the only questions some
people seem fixated on are:
1. When will the union take a
position on the referendum;
and
2. What will the position be?
It’s both interesting and frustrating in
equal measure about how others view
us. Among the political class and in the
old media, I continue to see a lazy and
ill-informed expectation that old cultures
of antecedent unions remain and that
deals can be cut behind closed doors,
offering the support of the grassroots
(irrespective of whether the grassroots
actually participate, never mind follow
the said line).
And among the Scottish left
community, more broadly speaking,
there still remains a tendency in some
quarters to view unions like Unite as
political enforcers that ultimately exist
to echo the views of the aforementioned
lazy political class.
This brings me to Bill Ramsay’s
piece in the last edition of the SLR
(‘Between Union and union’). Bill
touched on many points concerning
trade unions and the independence
referendum and he correctly highlighted
the deep unease many of us within
the movement feel towards the Better
Together campaign, mainly due to the
Tory platform-sharing reality of this
campaigning body.
However, I also think Bill was well
off the mark in his speculations over
Scotland’s biggest trade union - Unite –
and it’s approach to the referendum.

In the first instance, the suggestion
that Unite is attempting to mobilise its
Scottish-based membership to campaign
for a ‘No’ vote is plain wrong. Bill said,
“A recent visitor to a UNITE office told
me that No materials, everything from
leaflets to tabards, was much in evidence.
However whether or not UNITE can
mobilise the members to distribute the
leaflets and to wear the tabards is another
matter.”
Not only is this wrong, more
importantly it also ignores the significant
body of work the union has undertaken
at the behest of its activists in Scotland
over the last two years to get its
membership involved in the referendum
process.
Arguably, no other general union
has taken the steps Unite has to engage
with its members on the question of
Scottish independence. Among other
initiatives, this has involved:
• Open-forum meetings across
the country to develop its
response to last year’s Scottish
Government consultation;
• Surveying its membership
to shape it’s response to
the Scottish Government’s
consultation programmes
(results are in the public
domain and can be found as
an appendix to Unite’s ‘Your
Scotland, Your Referendum’
response); and
• A robust participation and
support of the STUC’s ‘A
Just Scotland’ initiative (the
outcomes of which can be
found in the ‘A Just Scotland’
Interim Report).
Last summer, the Unite national policy
conference staunchly supported the
autonomy of its Scottish membership to
shape the entire union’s approach to the
referendum and readily acknowledged
that, at the end of the day, it’s going to
be a decision taken by people in Scotland
and nowhere else.
Fast forward to last month and
Unite’s Scottish Secretary Pat Rafferty;
speaking on behalf of the STUC General
Council at last month’s STUC Congress,
Pat made it quite clear where the power
in this decision-making process will rest:
“We won’t be bounced into taking
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sides in this referendum…many of
our members remain undecided…
Our members will shape the policies
of our unions…people and not
politicians will shape the outcome
of this referendum.”
We can take from this that the
leaderships of our main trade unions
understand that the question of Scottish
independence will mean different things
to different people across workplaces,
industrial sectors and communities. So,
there is no top-down imposition of a
‘union line’.
Over the next year, I fully expect
union’s like Unite and the wider Scottish
trade union movement, under the banner
of the STUC, to continue to act as open
and inclusive agents throughout the
referendum process, as they have done
so far.
The approach has been one of
relative neutrality, actively informing
and encouraging members and to hold
their own deliberations and, ultimately
reach their own conclusions based on
a provoking and questioning attitude
towards the political class.
The result of this is the visibility of
trade union members active and vocal
across the independence referendum
campaign spectrum; from the shipyard
convenors on the Clyde intent on staying
with the UK, to the young activists on
the Radical Independence Campaign.
This is healthy, vibrant and although it
won’t be without fierce exchange as time
passes, it is what we want to see.
However, the simple fact remains:
While some trade unionists may have
reached their own conclusions already,
the majority remain like the rest of the
population – undecided and this also
needs to be respected by those currently
more resolute in their constitutional
outlook. Tackling that indecision
and empowering our members is the
immediate challenge for our trade unions
if we want this referendum to be the
transformative event we all hope it will
be.
Perhaps then people will no longer
need to speculate and we’ll have a clearer
indication about where our collective
constitutional future lies.
Peter Welsh works for Unite Scotland
and is writing in a personal capacity

It’s Scotland’s Wind
O

n 18 March Highland Council
supported a proposal to build
three connected wind farms in the outer
Moray firth. Marine Scotland, i.e. the
Scottish Government, now has to decide
whether to approve the scheme.
Normally such a scheme would
be automatically approved. Reducing
carbon emissions through renewables is a
key Government policy and targets have
been set. Ministers have long praised
Scotland’s offshore wind assets and
sought investment in this relatively new
industry. There are however, significant
features about this scheme which should
make ministers pause and postpone or
reject the scheme in its current form on
economic, cost and strategic grounds.
Moray Offshore Renewables
(MOR) has been given an exclusivity
agreement to propose a wind
development of this area by the Crown
Estate. If consent is given for the
proposal they would be granted a 50 year
lease to construct and operate the wind
farm. MOR is a joint venture by Spanish
oil company Repsol and Portuguese
power group EDP.
Originally 25 per cent of the project
was owned by Sea Energy PLC based
in Aberdeen. However, this interest
was sold in 2011 for £36 Million.
EDP claims to own 75 per cent of the
project. Last year 21 per cent of EDP
was bought by the China Three Gorges
group which is wholly owned by the
Chinese government. The Chinese have
announced that EDP is to build several
off shore wind farms in China and Three
Gorges is taking a stake in several EDP
wind farms, in particular Moray Firth.
It is clear that China for its own
strategic reasons is in effect buying access
to the key offshore wind technologies so
that it can dominate the world in this
industry just as does in photovoltaic
solar panels and other renewable
sectors. Although technically still an EU
consortia, most technical benefits and a
per cent of profits are set to go to China.
If it goes ahead this will be the
world’s biggest offshore wind farm, 50
per cent larger than the London Array,
with initially 339 turbines covering 300
square kilometres and the capacity to
generate 1.5 GW of electricity enough
for between 800,000 and 1 million

homes. This is about 40 per cent of the
capacity of all Scottish onshore wind
schemes. Electricity will be delivered to
the grid at Peterhead.
When completed a significant
proportion of Scotland’s electricity will
be reliant on wind blowing in the Moray
Firth.
If approval is swiftly given, the
development would be completed in
three stages between
2016 and 2019
with construction
commencing in
2015. However, the
development will
only proceed if the
UK Government
implements its new
Energy Bill and
sets a high enough
‘strike price’ for
electricity purchased
from the project to
ensure large profits
to the consortium.
From
a Scottish
Government
perspective this
price is a concern
as the cost of
electricity will be
borne by Scottish
households. Just as
ROC levels are set
in Holyrood for
Scottish developers,
so should the strike
price under the new
Act.
The EU is
about to publish guidelines on the best
practice for support of renewables and
on 27 March the European Commission
adopted a Green paper on “a 2030
framework for climate and energy
policies”. This is out for consultation
with EU governments. These
developments could impact on the UK
legislation, and must also be considered
by the Scottish Government.
The Scottish Government has
just approved the establishment of the
European offshore wind deployment
centre off Aberdeen bay. This is to “allow
offshore wind farm developers and

associated supply chain companies to
test new designs, prove existing products
and receive independent validation
and accreditation before commercial
deployment”.
It would be very strange if this
centre was not used to test the equipment
for such a large development which
would be situated in very similar wind
conditions.
Normal
product cycles
would see
significant
improvements
in efficiency
and reduced
maintenance costs
over a few years.
Some predict cost
savings per unit
of power in excess
of 30 per cent. To
make a massive
deployment of
minimally tested
technologies
must result in
significantly
reduced efficiencies
and higher costs
which inevitably
will be borne by
the consumer. On
these grounds alone
a deferral of full
approval would be
justified.
The bulk of
the cost of wind
farms is in the
construction and
manufacturing phase and few of the
key suppliers of components as listed
by the Crown Estate are Scottish. The
project literature notes that there is “little
existing supply chain” in Scotland.
The Scottish Government is
taking action to encourage facilities
and companies to get involved in
off-shore wind, and there is a recent
announcement for Ardersier. Apparently
discussions are ongoing with local and
government agencies to maximise the size
of the local supply chain.
However, the reality is that although
Scottish and UK suppliers of services

Discussions are
ongoing with local
and government
agencies to
maximise the size
of the local supply
chain. However,
the reality is that
although Scottish
and UK suppliers
of services are
able to significantly
contribute to
smaller scale
developments,
it is unlikely that
many would be
able to contribute
significantly on
huge projects
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The current plans for the development of off-shore wind in Scotland will hand
control of and profit from this natural resource to Chinese multinationals.
There are better ways to proceed, arges Gordon Morgan.
are able to significantly contribute to
smaller scale developments, it is unlikely
that many would be able to contribute
significantly on huge projects of this
scale if the proposed time-scale is agreed.
Certainly the Crown Estate target of 50
per cent by value to UK firms is unlikely
to be reached. This will be more certain
if the proving ground of the Aberdeen
deployment centre is not available during
the time-scale of the project.
The project literature estimates
between 530 and 1,569 direct Scottish
jobs would be created during the
construction phase and between 448
and 1,072 indirect jobs. Once the farms
were complete only between 245 and
400 direct or indirect jobs would remain.
The lower level of jobs will certainly
apply unless time-scale amendments to
secure the use of Scottish suppliers are
made. Overall 70 per cent of the capital
investment is likely to be spent abroad,
some in China. All profits would also
leave and not be directly reinvested.
The reported cost of £4,500 million
is based on the Crown Estate paper “A
Guide to an Off-Shore Wind Farm”
which says a typical 500 MW farm will
cost £1,500 million. The proposal is for
three farms of this size. The Crown Estate
example farm is assumed to be 50 miles
from shore and its costs estimates are
some years old.
This proposal will be 13.5 miles
from shore, in shallower water, may use
larger and fewer turbines and is a linked
project which eliminates duplication so
costs should be less than the above. As
an instance, the brochure states “up to
two AC/DC platforms” would be used
instead of three and a similar number of
onshore converters. A reduction from
three to two will save £400 to £500
million. The capital costs are likely to
be between £3,500 and £4,000 million,
probably towards the lower end.
The brochure estimates between
four and 5.2 million MWHr of
electricity per year could be produced
so we are looking at a capital cost per
MWHr of between £673 and £1,000.
The estimated lifespan of the project is
between 20 and 25 years. Assuming the
latter then it would produce electricity
for 23 years and financing would be for
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Were the government directly
funding the project and selling bonds
with a three per cent yield over 25 years
with inflation at two per cent then the
inflation adjusted cost per MWHr each
year would be between £39.24 and
£58.31.
Annual maintenance and running
costs of necessity are estimate; however,
assuming they are four per cent of capital
each year we add between £26.92 and
£40. This gives a total cost of between
£66.16 and £98.31 per MWHr.
By comparison it should be noted
that the Scottish Government has
classified offshore wind at 1.8 ROCs in
2016/17 when the first scheme could
become operational. At current prices
that would pay the developer between
£76 and £81 per MWHr over and above
any additional receipts.
The actual financing costs may be
substantially higher. However, a Chinese
state-backed corporation should have
access to cheap funds.
There is, however, virtually an
investment freeze on European financial
sector funding for energy companies.
As the EU Director General for Energy
reported to the Lords “the rate of return
expected of pension fund managers seems
also to be around 15 per cent risk-free”.
The cost projection also assumes no
residual value after 25 years. Clearly
large parts will need upgrading, but with
annual maintenance, the plant may still
be worth over £1,000 million.
The most difficult estimate is
the developers rate of profit. Prior to
approval and the setting of the ‘strike
price’, the Government must have
information on the expected project
and finance costs. Chris Davies the UK
energy minister reported to the Lords
that the rate of profit agreed in previous
renewable funding negotiations was
thought to be between six per cent and
eight per cent. If developments were
publicly-funded joint ventures on a
common weal basis, there would be
greater transparency and lower costs.
MOR was granted exclusivity rights
in 2009 following a public tender in
2008. No public authorities or British
public consortia were encouraged to
tender for any off-shore wind allocation.
Provided the organisation granted the
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lease continues to trade, ownership
changes, e.g. the sale of Scottish interests
or sales out with the EU, do not affect
the allocation of rights.
MOR pays the Crown Estate a
commercially negotiated rent for its
rights. No figures are available for this,
however, the income from marine rents
in 2010/11 of the Crown Estate for the
whole of the UK was £46.5 Million. The
right to commercially exploit our natural
resources does not seem highly valued.
The Scottish Government justifiably
wishes devolution of the Crown Estate
powers in Scotland.
As with all Wind farm applications
no plans for backup energy storage are
included in the plan. This means when
the wind doesn’t blow electricity for
customers has to be found elsewhere. At
present this generally means switching
on fossil fuel stations or cutting off
customers who don’t require continuous
electricity.
As the proportion of renewables
increases after 2020, this approach must
change and strategic decisions must
be taken fairly soon by the Scottish
Government. The options for each
European country appear to be:
1. increased reliance on interconnectors, fossil gas backup
power and probably nuclear
2. accept the technical dynamic
towards a decentralised grid
with local energy surpluses.
Move rapidly to a hydrogen
economy with local storage
of hydrogen energy and a
gradual shift to hydrogen based
transport.
We have already seen Norway threaten
to cancel the NorthConnect interconnector, so given the decentralised
nature of wind, wave and tide in
Scotland, a hydrogen economy beckons.
Hopefully consideration of how to
backup the Moray wind will prompt an
early debate and decision.
Gordon Morgan is a member of the
SLR editorial Board

Reviews
Posthuman International
Relations
Cudworth, Erika & Hobden,
Stephen (2011), London &
New York: Zed Books

T

his is an informative and indepth discussion of contemporary
international relations that touches on
many current issues, including food
production, nuclear arms and the
environment, synthesising a range of
ideas from systems theory and complexity
theory to develop the notion of complex
ecologism that underpins the authors’
suggestion of how our understanding of
international relations might be adapted
to better reflect the world and times in
which we live.
The thrust
of their argument
is unashamedly
postmodern in
nature, beginning
with a critique of
the ‘Newtonian’
nature of much
social science,
driven by the quest
for predictable
results and patterns,
before drawing an
insightful parallel
between the
advent of quantum
mechanics in the
scientific realm and
the development
of what is termed
a ‘non-Newtonian’
approach to the
social sciences,
which seeks to account for the inherent
instability and unpredictability present
in our world. This Newtonian critique
is coupled with a strong concern to
move beyond the anthropocentric focus
of the Enlightenment project (whence
the term posthuman), which seeks both
to tackle what the authors regard as an
“ontological and ethical divide between
humans and non-humans” and begin
the necessary task of fully engaging with
the presence of other, non-human agents
with whom we share the planet.

The book offers an excellent and
accessible introduction to the ideas of
complexity theory as applied to the
social sciences, using them to develop
a framework to grasp the “dynamic,
multilevelled patterning of social
life, and its embedding in non-social
systems of multiple species”. Building
on this understanding of complexity,
the authors work towards the idea of
complex ecologism, on which their
posthuman international relations
are founded, an idea which seeks to
distance us from the current state-centric
approach, ill-suited to resolving the
major ecological challenges we face.
The book adopts a highly critical stance
towards environmental security which,
instead of tackling the root causes of our
current problems,
seeks to preserve
the status-quo or
at best advocate
an incrementalist
approach and is
hence guilty of
fundamentally
misunderstanding
the capricious
nature of the world
in which we live.
In an insightful
case study, EU
environmental
policy is berated
for promoting a
solution whereby “a
‘viable environment’
and a ‘sustainable
society’” remain
“by-products
of the greening
of capitalist
production and consumption”. Instead,
the authors draw upon richer, more
inclusive concepts such as panarchy
and Camilleri and Falk’s idea of
homoreflexivity, to develop the idea of a
cooperative global consciousness that is
well-placed to deal with the significant
transnational issues arising from both
the awakening of humankind’s ecological
consciousness from within and the
imposition of this consciousness from
without.
The spectre of Darwin also looms

The book offers
an excellent
and accessible
introduction to the
ideas of complexity
theory as applied
to the social
sciences, using
them to develop a
framework to grasp
the “dynamic,
multilevelled
patterning of social
life”

large throughout the text, first in the use
of the concept of ‘fitness landscape’ to
explain how actors in an international
system are conditioned by and may
in turn condition their context. Thus
do we see how the development of
nuclear weapons resulted in a dramatic
alteration to the fitness landscape of
nation-states, and also how, in terms of
free trade regulations, more powerful
economies may seek to use their clout
to manipulate the fitness landscape in
order to increase their own chances of
survival. However, there is also a forceful
critique of Darwinism rooted in the
writings of Kropotkin that challenges
the bien pensant logic of neoliberalism,
arguing that the primacy of ‘survival
of the fittest’ is a fundamentally flawed
and impoverished misinterpretation of
natural selection, massively overstating
the role of competition at the expense
of another, equally fundamental aspect
for the survival of species: that of
cooperation.
It is arguably this spirit of
cooperation that lies at the heart of this
book: from the idea that humankind
must shift from its quest to dominate
the natural environment to an approach
strongly grounded in cooperation and
cohabitation with other species, through
to the authors’ concern for social justice
and a latent dissatisfaction with the
trend towards merely greening businessas-usual capitalism, this book is a quest
for a framework to further cooperation
both between humans and with the
world we share. Like many books of
late, it proclaims the end of an era and
adumbrates ideas as to how we might
reinvent our political world, thus forming
part of a growing school of thought that
holds that in order for the human race to
survive and prosper, on the other side of
modernity and carboniferous, growthdriven capitalism must surely lie a more
ecologically balanced and fairer society.
Christopher Sharpe

VLADIMIR McTAVISH’S

Kick Up The Tabloids
Thatcher Spare Room
Eviction Tragedy
A

pparently, we are told by certain
unionist “satirists”, the referendum
is affecting our freedom of speech.
Having done a show about independence
at last year’s Edinburgh Fringe, I was
subjected to a tirade of on-line threats
and bullying. Not due to anything
controversial that was said on stage, it’s
just that the show wasn’t very funny
and people resented paying seven quid a
ticket to hear my skewed opinions.
Because let’s face it, we live in a time
where cash is tight. We have benefit cuts
to deal with, and we have The Bedroom
Tax, whereby unemployed and elderly
people may have to move out of their
homes if they have a spare room. Indeed,
just last month we had the horrific story
of a woman in her eighties who had to
move out of her ten-bedroom mansion in
Belgravia and live out the last months of
her life in the Ritz Hotel.
Margaret Thatcher was said to
divide Britain. She united Scotland.
Everyone hated her, even people who
could not remember her. I have a friend
in his thirties who has a vague memory
of Thatcher cutting his school milk and
is still so angry he was going to go down
to London to throw bricks at her funeral.
I told him that, much as I agreed with
the sentiment, it could get him into a lot
of trouble and that he should mark her
passing by making a positive statement
that moved us forward from her legacy.
So he suggested he might go to his local
primary school and give away free milk...
I did suggest this might get him into
more trouble.
Elsewhere in this edition, people
will do doubt be discussing the damage
that Thatcher did to Britain. And indeed
it was horrendous. In fact, one fact that
is seldom brought out is that Margaret

Thatcher was on her own single-handedly
responsible for the early career of Ben
Thatcher.
So what is Thatcher’s Legacy.
Broken Britain? Billy Bragg? UKIP?
Nigel Farrage?, who likens himself to a
latter-day Thatcher. Indeed, he seems
to me to be some grotesque hybrid of
Margaret and Denis Thatcher rolled
into one. UKIP’s pitch to the English
public appeared to be that you can trust
their policies because the leader is always
pictured in the pub. “Look, vote for us
because we’re like that guy who talks
utter bollocks most of the time, but after
you’ve had ten pints, he appears to make
sense.”
The party’s core vote is presumably
made up of the borderline mentally-ill
whose main leisure pursuit is calling into
late night phone-ins on Radio 5, when
most sensible people are either asleep or
have drunk themselves into a coma. On
late-night drives home from gigs, I’ve
heard several calls along these lines:
“Hello there, Stephen, I want to take
issue with that last caller who complained
about spending ten million pounds on
Baroness Thatcher’s funeral. He seems to
have forgotten one thing.
OK we might be living in austerity
but that’s all down to her. She saved this
country quite literally millions of pounds
by stopping wasting money on students
and school milk and the mines the NHS,
so if you asked me she paid for it herself.
She came to this country’s rescue when we
were on our knees in the South Atlantic.
If it wasn’t for her, we’d all be speaking
Argentinian now.
Listen, I remember the Winter of
Discontent when you couldn’t bury your
dead because the Trade Union barons
were having beer and sandwiches at 10
27

Downing Street
I ask you this, who did win World
War II? It certainly wasn’t the European
Union, was it? But that doesn’t stop us
being ruled by the gnomes of Zurich. What
they’re doing now isn’t madness it’s sheer
utter lunacy.
You look at a country like Russia,
and how it’s transformed itself from a
Communist dictatorship to a free market
police state. When they were under the
iron grip of totalitarianism under Stalin
and Tolstoy and all their cronies, anyone
who spoke up against the Government was
thrown into a mental asylum. Whereas,
thanks to Margaret Thatcher, we closed
down all our mental asylums. But we still
have freedom of speech. Hello? Hello? Have
I been cut-off?”
I realise that characterising UKIP
as unhinged is not exactly an original
idea. Kenneth Clarke described them as
“a bunch of clowns”, after which 25 per
cent of the English went to the polls to
state that they would prefer to be ruled
by a bunch of clowns than a coalition of
idiots.
David Cameron had previously
described UKIP as “loonies, fruitcakes
and closet racists”, in other words
Tory voters. Between now and 2015,
expect Conservative think tanks to be
formulating more policies to appeal
to the Loony-Fruitcake-Closet-Racist
vote.
Vladimir McTavish and Keir
McAllister will be performing “Look
At The State Of Britain” at The Stand
Comedy Club at the 2013 Edinburgh
Fringe www.thestand.co.uk

Standing up for Scottish workers’ rights and access
to justice for all.
There is no doubt that we have many challenges ahead
We have a Government at Westminster intent on attacking health and safety legislation as “red
tape”. The safety of workers should never be seen in this way.
We need a shake-up of health and safety in this country for the better. Thompsons is
campaigning for:
•

Real Corporate Homicide legislation

•

An overhaul of the Fatal Accident Inquiry system to reduce delays, better serve families of
fatality victims and ensure recommendations are followed

•

Giving workers and their representatives the statutory power to go to court and obtain their
own direct enforcement remedies

•

The creation of an anonymous health and safety whistleblowers’ hotline so that employers
can’t get away with cutting corners with your safety

Through the courts or through campaigning for legislative change, Thompsons will always stand
shoulder to shoulder with Trade Unionists

Freephone 0800 80 12 99 or
visit our Website : www.thompsons-scotland.co.uk

